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FOREWORD 

 The ever increasing digitization of all the operations of the grid has led to the 

birth of the smart grid (SG), which is an electricity grid equipped with bi-direction 

flow of both electrical energy and information.  The system is empowered with smart 

devices throughout its segments that utilizes intelligent communication capabilities for 

different services and applications. However, the high frequency of communication 

renders the system prone to cyber-attacks as the medium of communication is over a 

public channel. Therefore, provision of security by design is the ultimate solution to 

safeguard the SG as it is a critical infrastructure. Nevertheless, the solutions is 

employed by using cryptographic measures which involve mathematical techniques to 

realize desirable standards for security, such as data confidentiality, authentication and 

integrity to prevent cyber-attacks. Various researches have endeavored to address the 

security and privacy concerns existent in different application scenarios of SG. 

However, the challenge of balancing between system efficiency and robust security 

provision rises. For instance, many schemes in SG communication are prone to 

common attacks or are based on computational intensive mathematical operations. 

Thus, this work aims at addressing these cyber-concerns with cryptosystems based on 

elliptic curve cryptography. Elliptic curves are choicest mathematical structures for 

security designs because their keys have small sizes, and subsequently have reduced 

storage and transmission requirements. The realization of these security features is 

based on either public key or private key cryptography or a combination of both, which 

is called asymmetric cryptography. By using asymmetric cryptography we designed 

certificate-less cryptosystem to achieve privacy preserving data aggregation and 

anonymous key agreement in an internet of things (IoT) enhanced SG that removes 

 key escrow problems for the trusted anchor. The proposed schemes have 

significant comparative advantages over relevant related works in the sense of 

achieving robust security with optimal computation and communication overhead. The 

merits of the work are validated by the determination of formal security proofs and 

performance evaluation respectively. 
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Smart grid (SG) is a digital communication based technology that detect and react
to real time changes in the energy supply system enabled by distributed intelligent
devices collaborating in an Internet of Things (IoT) manner for various automated
services. The interplay of smart devices forms an intelligent system that is open to ver-
satile applications, besides mere generation of energy. In this way various inter-operable
intelligent devises are planted all the way from the generation, through to transmission
up to distribution of power to the end consumer. So smart grid uses digital commu-
nication technology to detect and react to changes in near real-time throughout the
energy supply chain segments.The coordination of these integrated intelligent devices
empowers the system to be most reliable, responsive and resilient to faults occurrences,
self-healing, efficient, sustainable and ensures provision of clean energy [1–4]. Thus, the
development of smart grid has attracted multifaceted technologies that ensure power
system planning, optimal system operations. An example of peripheral technologies to
smart grid relates to distributed energy resources, electric vehicles, consumer manage-
ments among others. The smart grid has trans-formative advantages to the traditional
grid in numerous ways. The on going transformation is enhanced with IoT integration
by utilizing the information obtained from the devices to achieve various real-time based
system monitoring [5]. Smart grid ensures power quality, reliability, increases consumer
choice, resilience, integration of distributed energy resources and improves efficiency
of existing network systems [1, 6, 7]. So this great feature of the grid of connecting
the components of the electricity grid via communication networks, such as Internet
or wireless sensor networks, IoT, to gather data about the grid’s status and ensuring
satisfaction of consumer needs has engendered the birth of network based digital tech-
nologies in smart grid operations.

The advent of these versatile technologies are now very useful in incorporation of
environmental friendly alternative energy sources of which have variable power output
like solar energy, wind energy and other variable sources like plug-in-hybrid-electric
vehicles (PHEVs) . One such roadway energy source is on the utilization of energy
harvesting systems by electric vehicles (EVs) from the solar radiation or mechanical
vibrations induced by passing vehicles [8]. By utilizing various energy sources, smart
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grid system overcomes the restriction of a single source-based energy system thereby
circumventing either intermittent or low power generation [9, 10]. In this way the
grid is able to warrant a balanced electricity levels by means of incorporating various
distributed energy sources [11].

The real-time system monitoring is empowered by two-way flow of information and
electricity and this in turn ensures, equilibrium energy balance and energy conservation,
thereby assuring sustainable energy supply. So smart Grid is an improved grid enhanced
with intelligent decision making in its operations and applications. Due to this two way
communication, the utility provider and the consumer stay in touch and cooperatively
co-work in all matters concerning system monitoring and control. This intelligent sys-
tem awareness is an enabling factor for incorporation and emergency or other versatile
smart technologies like renewable energy injection into the system, electricity energy
storage and microgrids, and vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) technology into SG
[12, 13]. Beyond electricity management according to supply demand by utilizing sen-
sors, SG has many more advantage which are no longer a fantasy but a reality for
modern grid system. Thus, SG is advantageous in so many ways as it can integrate
isolated technologies that enables energy management, carbon emission reduction by
incorporation of distributed energy resources, broaden electricity generation to meet the
ever increasing demand of power and seamless fault detection. These applications of
the grid enhances electricity generation and distribution in optimal ways. For instance,
there is huge saving of electricity wastage by demand response services. Demand re-
sponse (DR) is the effective way of balancing of electricity generation against demand,
is achieved by liaising with customer side to reduce consumption during peak demand or
system emergency to ensure stable power supply [14]. In demand response, customers
are encouraged to use high intense consumption electrical appliances during off peak
periods with attractively low tariffs on such time intervals. In smart grid technology,
EVs can also be used as generation source as well as temporary storage infrastructure
[15]. So electricity can ply between vehicles to the grid and vice-versa in accordance to
the interplay of demand and supply. In this sense, the exchange of electricity among
vehicles in recharging/discharging is applied to VANETs for location based services
related electricity supply. Consequently, there is communication for electricity related
services for purposes of regulating energy reserves, storage, selling out in vehicle-to-
grid (V2G) or Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) , energy transmission from the grid-to-vehicle
(G2V) , but we will refer to both as V2G communications for simplicity. However, the
V2G communications encounter cyber-threats in relation to malicious disclosure of the
identity or location of the EV’s owner identity as well as being prone to denial of service
(DoS) attacks.

However, the biggest concern in realization of the full potential of SG pertains to
information security and privacy-preservation, due to the usage of smart automated
devices which communicate between power providers, services providers and the con-
sumer. Obviously, the system would fall prey to malicious parties wishing to hack and
take control of system activities for monetary gain [4, 16]. Since smart grid faces various
challenges during this initial stages such as installation and implementation not limited
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to, network latency, interoperability and scalability issues, and reliable cyber-security
fortification [17].This calls for cyber-security solutions that safeguards the grid opera-
tions in different ways according to user or operations specifications. For example, there
is need to provide robust authenticated key agreement mechanisms that ensures secure
communications of concerned entities in the grid [18]. Furthermore, secure lightweight
data aggregation schemes that ensure efficient communication with significant band-
width optimization are also needed. Improving the techniques to include aspects of
privacy-preservation, efficient and certificate-less is most desirable according to many
smart grid application areas. Thus, it is against this background that our work indulges
to provide an adequate solution for secure management and adoption of the smart grid,
reflecting the advanced applications of the unified NIST smart grid system model [19].

1.1 Generic System Architecture for Smart Grid

The smart grid system is fast growing and incorporates many multifaceted technologies
by intertwining electrical and digital communication. Since smart grid is capable of
providing electrical power from multiple and wide variety of distributed sources such as
wind energy, solar power systems, and perhaps even PHEVs, it has captured research
interest from academia and the industrial sector to ensure its full adoption. All these
functionalities of smart grid are facilitated by bi-direction flow of information or are
there to support the bi-direction flow of electrical energy for system decision making
or monitoring purposes. The smartness in smart grid is enabled by key technologies
throughout the supply chain of electricity such as: smart appliances at home area net-
work (HAN) , smart meter (SM), smart substations, super conducting cables, phaser
measurement units (PMUs) , integrated communication media. Of greater interest in
this research are matters pertaining to information communication of different entities
in the grid. Integrated communication technology is central to the real-time needs
of the system and normal operations. Depending on the application scenario, band-
width requirements and the segment of the grid different communication technologies
are employed like wireless or wired communication technologies. In terms of wireless
technologies WiFi, Zigbee, blue-tooth, Wi-max and other Low Power Wide Area Net-
work (LPWAN) protocols are used whereas technologies such as fixed lines, Fiber optic,
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) , Broadband over Power Line (BPL) , Digital
Subscriber Line (DSL) . To ensure smooth implementation of integrated communication
technologies special consideration should be given to related issues that arise which are
the ease of deployment, the latency factor, data carrying capacity, security, privacy-
preservation, network coverage capability, standards and interoperability. The bearing
of this work falls around the security, privacy-preservation and communication latency
reduction aspects.

The system architecture of the grid comprises of power grid system and the infor-
mation communication systems as depicted in Figure. 1.1 that is based on the NIST
reference model of the standard architecture [20]. Overall the architecture has seven
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main inter-operable domains altogether which are: the bulk generation, transmission,
distribution, customer, service provider, market and operations domains. So these do-
mains functions are based on communication and smart sensor technologies. However,
communication systems comes with the drawback of cyber-security threats associated
with the Internet and all wireless communications. Cyber-security is a complex field of
its own that involves the organization and collection of resources, processes, and struc-
tures used to protect network systems and critical infrastructure from digital attacks
[21]. Subsequently, smart grid falls prey to malicious adversaries existing on all public
channels capable of eavesdropping, doing data modification jamming system control
messages or causing high scale system failure.

Figure 1.1: Generic System Architecture for Smart Grid

The importance of information security and privacy-preservation in smart grid ap-
plications cannot be overemphasized as it is a critical infrastructure operating in an
insecure communication channel. This is the major reason why there is need to achieve
security by design for concerned network environment. To this tune, several research
works have been done in a quest to provide privacy-preservation as well as security for
smart grid communications. So its a general challenge to first resolve the cyber-security
vulnerabilities that put smart grid at high risk with the specific of Distributed Denial
of Service (DDoS) attack to impede execution of some services to users, false data in-
jection(FDI) to dupe the grid of the actual status information. Thus, the grid’s threat
model that arises can be categorized into the following major areas of concern.
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• User privacy concerns : Its a concern to protect the customer’s identity as well
as the confidentiality of the transmitted data in SG. For instance, by using data
analysis tools an adversary would extract personal information of users like what
appliances are mostly used and at what times. This breaches in customer’s infor-
mation privacy can be used maliciously by an adversary like to plan house break-
ing when users are not there. For industrial customers, an adversary can learn
about production line pattern, which is vital information to be sold maliciously
to company’s competitors. This entails customer privacy and data confidentiality
are aspects that must be satisfied in the grid.

• Data integrity concern: As the adversary has full control of the channel of com-
munication, she is capable of manipulating or modifying data in transmission
between intended parties in the grid. This can either be done by a dishonesty
customer attempting electricity consumption data forgery to fraudulently pay
lower bills. The adversary can as well carry out FDI attacks on distributed mea-
surement units to spread misleading false information about the status of the grid
to lead stray the control center into irregular decision making. This ultimately
and largely disturbs overall system operations, there by affecting normal service
delivery.

• System resource availability concerns : An adversary here indulges to make the
services unavailable to legal users in DoD or DDoS attacks. The adversary under-
mines system to affect its performance capacity by means of blocking, delaying
or spoiling AIM information in an attempt to make services unavailable to users
in the grid. This attack is typically present in wireless networks where the access
point can be flooded with interrupting signal [22, 23].

It is generally understood in the research world and industry that the integration
of communication technologies to the grid operations give rise to cyber-security chal-
lenges already existing in related communication technologies. So the grid risks from
data integrity, identity and data confidentiality, network resource availability as well as
information availability. Thus, the scope of this work is concentrated on developing the
cyber-security solutions modeled to address specific security requirements for specific
communications and applications in SG, posing threat to the entire smart grid unified
conceptual reference model [24]. Therefore, this research work focuses on addressing
the cyber-security challenges present in the SG networks applications in three distinct
scenarios, by designing efficient and robust practical cryptographic techniques. The
proposed works leverage the grid of excess computation overhead thereby ensures pro-
vision of security while improving the SG network performance due to elimination of
system latency, of which can negatively affect grid operations. Details of the specific
solutions and different application areas of the grid are discussed in appropriate chap-
ters ahead.
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1.2 Problem Statement

Although the advancement of wireless sensor network communication technologies in
smart grid enables two-way flow of both electricity and information, it tends to open
up the system to cyber-security vulnerabilities which obstructs normal operation of the
system. As SG technology employs Internet Protocol (IP) empowered by bi-directional
communication, it is therefore inherently susceptible to all sorts of cyber-security threats
in terms of privacy and security breach. This research work seeks to design suit-
able schemes in safeguarding smart grid infrastructure in application technologies like
VANETs communications, service provider and customer advanced metering infrastruc-
ture (AMI) communications. This work utilizes the merits of elliptic curve algebraic
structure over finite fields as the fundamental building blocks for efficient security pro-
vision. The elliptic curve approach is choicest security primitive, forbearing its security
advantages over mere finite field cryptographic approaches. So the goal is to achieve
overall system fluidity in communication by avoiding unnecessary latency effects as
a result of heavier computation operations used when designing security mechanisms
in SG applications [25]. So this work seeks to provide robust security and privacy-
preservation mechanisms in smart grid communications. Such mechanisms should be
applied in practical operations and applications such as electricity reading aggregation,
regulation of AMI commands between the smart meter (SM) and the control center
(CC) side. There are different techniques of ensuring security in SG such as, secu-
rity provision by hardware fortification like firstly usage of tamper resistant devices to
manually conceal the secret credentials and data. This approach is however, disadvan-
tageous to deploy for each and everyone of the milliard devices in the system. A second
mechanism is by applying signal distortion functions on the transmitted data, which
will be recovered back by the receiver. However, the draw back in this technique is the
involvement of complex data mining reversal operations. Indirectly, this research work
assists in availability of quality electricity since a secure grid ensures multiple sources
of renewable energy integration into the grid such as solar, wind, and other sources of
clean energy. In a nutshell, all desirable services of smart grid will be realized once the
security and privacy protection in smart grid is guaranteed. On the other hand, cryp-
tographic techniques are employed to ascertain data and identity security and privacy.
Thus, various public key security model have already been proposed in different studies
to provide the security requirements for safe communication. Commonly, these models
employ bilinear pairings, homomorphism, paillier cryptosystems to achieve the sought
after security and privacy-preservation [26]. However, some of the technique bear the
high computation and communication complexity drawback, which is not ideal for re-
source constrained devices glutted, ubiquitous computing network like SG. Therefore, it
is imperative to save the network latency effect by employing computational and com-
munication overhead friendly security approaches to leverage the smart grid of excess
network costs [26, 27].
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1.3 Research Aim and Objectives
The main aim of this study is to address cyber-security challenges by devising optimally
efficient secure and privacy-preserving cryptographic schemes in AMI and other user
side wireless sensor network or IoT integrated applications in smart grid network.

1. To Design a practically efficient and secure certificate-less privacy-preserving com-
munication model for real-time smart grid applications in vehicular ad hoc net-
works (VANETs) and demand-side management (DSM) applications, that sup-
ports overall system regulation against dishonest actors.

2. To device an efficient asymmetric anonymous key exchange model for secure AMI
data communication in smart grid that precludes escrow powers of a trusted an-
chor of the system. This intends to rigidly upholds the communications, free of
breaches with respect to data integrity, user identity security as well as confi-
dentiality by any other malicious party emerging as privileged inside attacker or
ordinary ones.

3. To develop an efficient privacy-preserving key agreement or data aggregation
model for energy usage reporting in SG with ideal bandwidth consumption to
resolve overall system latency effects due to high generation of network data.

In line with the aforementioned objectives, this research develops secure communi-
cation models for user side applications and AMIs in SG. The scheme’s construction
will be clearly presented and validated based on formal and informal security analysis.
Furthermore, a performance evaluation comparison with most related relevant works
will be conducted to underpin the achievement of significant efficiency, reliability and
robustness as highlighted.

1.4 Mathematical Primitives
The whole work discussed in this research is based on elliptic curve cryptography (ECC)
, which is a public key cryptosystem based on elliptic curve theory which has well
known advantage of being a structure for faster and more efficient cryptosystems with
robust security. Koblitz and Miller designed ECC to be applied in resource constrained
environments [28, 29], and it is the choicest cryptographic primitive in pre-quantum
cryptography era. ECC cryptosystems have low computational requirement and uses
short keys whilst achieving equivalent security as RSA algorithm with very small key
size. As such ECC saves on key storage capacity and has reduced processing overhead
by default [30]. Its properties are therefore viable for securing resource constrained net-
work systems that require seamless and real-time operations like IoT and SG system[31].

Elliptic curve: Given a prime number q, the equation y3 = x2 + ax + b mod p
defines an elliptic curve over a prime field E(Fp), where p > 3, a, b ∈ Fq and satisfies
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△ = 4a3 + 27b2 ̸= 0 mod p. The points on Fp together with the point at infinity O
form an additive cyclic group G. Let P be the generator point of order n, the scalar
multiple operation is defined as, nP = P +P + · · ·+P , n times addition, where n ∈ Z∗

q ,
is a positive integer. So, there are a number of intractable problems in an elliptic curve
group G of order n, suitable for cryptographic purposes as there is no polynomial algo-
rithm to solve them efficiently by brute-force within probabilistic polynomial time.

Elliptic Discrete Logarithm (ECDL) Problem: Given an element Q ∈ G, the ECDL
problem is to extract an element x ∈ Z∗

q , such that Q = xP .

Elliptic Curve Computational Diffie-Hellman (ECCDH) Problem: Given two ele-
ments xP, yP ∈ G, with unknown elements x, y ∈ Z∗

q , the ECCDH problem is to
compute Q = xyP .

Elliptic Curve Decisional Diffie-Hellman (ECDDH) Problem: No any probabilis-
tic polynomial time algorithm can distinguish between the tuples (P1, xP1, yP1, T ) and
(P1, xP1, yP1, xyP1) where P1, T ∈ G, with unknown elements x, y ∈ Z∗

q .

Thus, the trusted authority (TA) initiates the system by deciding of the secure
parameters that would be used for formulation of security algorithms. The TA will
decide on the type of elliptic curve, E : y3 = x2 + ax + b mod p, the prime field Fp

determined by the prime number p. So, Ep define the elliptic curve points over the field,
Fp. TA runs a set secure algorithm say, G(1)n to obtain {G, q, P}.The TA as a root
administrator chooses a master private key, say ω ∈ Z∗

q , where q is a prime number,
with a respective master public key Ω = ωP . Then the public parameter are defined
as {q, p, P,G,Ep, Fq,Ω, H}, where H is a chosen secure hash function. Variants of such
parameters are used in the preceding works in this study according to system design in
achieving privacy preservation in smart grid network environment.

1.5 Outline of the Thesis
This thesis is organized as follows, Chapter 2, expounds on the main security and
privacy-preserving problems pertaining to real-time SG applications in a VANETs sys-
tem, AIMs communications and privacy-preserving data aggregation in SG setting and
literature. Chapter 3, presents the proposed solution for security and privacy chal-
lenge in SG application in VANETs, focusing at safeguarding identity privacy and data
integrity of vehicle owners during charging\discharging. The scheme has merits in
terms of validated security analysis and performance evaluation. Chapter 4, portrays a
proposed solution for secure and anonymous authenticated key exchange for AIMS com-
munications in smart grid. Whilst, Chapter 5 presents a lightweight privacy-preserving
mechanism for secure data aggregation in smart grid. Lastly, Chapter 6 concludes the
thesis and sums up main contributions and projects the future research directions.
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Chapter 2

Efficient Certificate-less Aggregate
Signature Scheme with Conditional
Privacy-Preservation for Vehicular Ad
Hoc Networks Enhanced Smart Grid
System

2.1 Introduction

Major advancement in wireless sensor network(WSN) , Internet of Things (IoT) and the
advent of big data paradigm has seen the birth of various network based advancement
in cross-cutting technologies such as Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANETs) which sup-
port wireless communication of vehicles among themselves and road sign units (RSUs)
for numerous applications like: traffic safety, location based-services, electric vehicles
(EVs) and electricity exchange services among others [32–37]. Smart grid is one such
technology motivated by the development of WSN and IoT in its functionality. The
EVs technology will result in elevation of power consumption unsustainable by means
of traditional electricity grid [38]. An obvious solution to sorting out EVs electricity
demands is by formulating VANETs-enhanced smart grid, with coordinated charging
system that is responsive to efficient cost and electricity utilization by using commu-
nication technologies [39, 40]. Thus, it is recommended that algorithms for security,
authentication, information processing and data aggregation be of high-precision and
efficiency to allow low communication latency for real-time pricing and optimal electric-
ity dispatch decisions in a VANETs enhanced smart grid system [41, 42]. The concepts
of VANET is an advancement of mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) where there is
real-time communication between EVs and RSUs for electricity charging/discharging
[38, 43, 44]. Typically topology of VANETs includes trusted authorities (TAs), RSUs
and on-board units (OBUs) mounted on vehicles [45–47]. The OBUs constantly casts
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the traffic related messages about vehicles facilitating various smart applications and
technologies such as current vehicle location, time, speed, direction and traffic condi-
tion in every 100-300 ms [44, 48, 49]. As is the case with many communication network
based technologies, VANETs is not an exception to face various cyber-security chal-
lenges in terms of data security and user privacy [50–53]. With secure and privacy
protection addressed, the applications of VANETs in traffic management and control,
traffic accident avoidance features, traffic vigilance, gas emission, EVs charging and
fuel consumption will be fully implemented [54]. So if the VANETs network system
is not protected adversaries may launch all sorts of attacks like data modification,
impersonation, replay, denial of service attacks amongst others. For instance, there
are attacks launched by rogue vehicles broadcasting fake instructions to cause traffic
accidents and general confusion. Thus, in terms of message senders legitimacy there
should be security features when sending messages to check authentication and integrity
[54, 55]. To this effect many authentication schemes have been proposed using tradi-
tional public key cryptography (PKC) to secure a VANETs system [56, 57]. In terms of
privacy concerns, anonymity must be provided in the design mechanism to lid against
eavesdropping adversaries. In this way the real identity of communicating party will
not be known nor communication transactions be analyzed and linked to a particular
VANETs participant. However, due to abuse of the anonymity feature, the pseudonym
given to participating entities should be traceable and revocable, so that the TA can
reveal the real identity of malicious vehicle under certain conditions [58]. Since OBUs
have limited computation and storage capabilities, the use of less computation intensive
cryptographic techniques is promoted, to handle large message flow in the system and
improve smooth communication. Certificate-less aggregate signature (CLAS) is one ef-
ficient technique that improves message authentication and saves bandwidth. In CLAS
n signatures on n distinct messages from n distinct users, are aggregated into a single
short signature that can be verified at once as combined [59] in a process known as batch
verification. This approach is very helpful in VANETs where RSUs collect and aggregate
a large number of signatures from individual participants signatures into one signature
that is broadcasted to vehicles in the system to achieve a particular VANETs enhanced
smart grid application, and this greatly enhances efficiency in verification and commu-
nication overhead [44, 60]. Achieving efficiency by design is much encourage to cope up
with the computation capabilities of RSUs and OBUs by constructing the algorithms
with lighter computation operations. To this effect employing elliptic curve cryptog-
raphy (ECC) based cryptosystems improves computation efficiency by a great margin
and thereby a recommendable approach. Thus, we propose an efficient certificate-less
aggregate scheme with conditional privacy-preservation by using ECC approach. The
proposed scheme satisfies security and privacy requirements for VANETs with optimal
efficiency and rigorous security proof is provided. There are different modes of com-
munications in VANETs such as vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-grid (V2G) and
vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), vehicle-to-everything (V2E) that use the short medium
range communication protocol called dedicated short range communication (DSRC) to
facilitate various vehicular network applications [61]. These computer sophisticated ve-
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hicles are being adopted for various smart services in intelligent transportation systems
(ITS) . The following security requirements are important for any WSN based system
such as VANETs:

• Non-repudiation: Any electric vehicle transaction has economic value and this
can motivate fraudulent act by the entities selling or buying electricity. Therefore,
this measure of non-repudiation ensures that any electricity transaction can be
accounted for to the involved parties and any modification cannot be denied by
the party.

• Message integrity and authentication: In a similar manner, any network transac-
tion once completed cannot be modified by any malicious entity and once thee is
an attempt to tamper with the transaction, then it should be detectable by any
legal entity of the system.

• Privacy: The actual identity of a consumer nor the information of a transaction
in the network should not be known by any malicious party eavesdropping on the
communications involving a particular targeted entity.

• Unlinkability: By observing transaction in the VANETs network the entity’s ac-
tivities should still not be analysed and be associated with a particular RSU or
vehicle. Thus to say messages plying on the network for any participant should
still look random to an attacker and nothing associated with the participant
should be determined.

• Traceability: However, for undesirable conduct of an entity in the network such
acts should be traced and be accounted for the individual. On the other hand the
vehicle should be hidden or inaccessible from other unauthorized entities.

• Resistance to Attacks: Due to communication over a public channel, V2G security
scheme must withstand various general attacks such as: impersonation attack,
replay attack, modification attack, man-in-the-middle-attack and stolen verifier
table attack in VANETs.

Therefore, we propose a novel anonymous certificate-less aggregate signature scheme
for VANETs with conditional privacy-preservation in a smart grid system, that ad-
dresses common weaknesses of most existing certificate-less aggregate signature schemes.
The main contribution of the paper can be summarized as follows:

• The proposed scheme achieves user anonymity with conditional privacy, such that
each domain stores a Certificate Revocation List (CRL) in all road sign units
located in that particular domain.

• The proposed scheme achieves optimal efficiency for certificate-less aggregate sig-
nature while precluding complex cryptographic operations like bilinear pairings
and map-to-point hash operations.
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• The proposed scheme withstand escrow property powers of the KGC but use of
partial private key and user generated full private key for signature signing.

The rest of the paper is organized according to the outline given as follows. Section
II reviews most relevant related works of CLAS schemes for VANETs. Section III
provides that mathematical building blocks for the proposed scheme. Section IV give
the detailed steps of the proposed work. Section V, presents an in-depth analysis of
the scheme in terms of security, privacy and performance assessment. Finally, in VI we
give concluding remarks about the proposed scheme.

2.2 Related Works and Limitations
In VANETs, source authentication and message integrity of traffic-related information
form a very important security requirements in the system. Satisfaction of these security
requirements ensure trust and proper functionality of all versatile technologies that
comes with VANETs system by simply securing moving vehicles, RSUs, Application
Servers, and roadside sensors. To this effect many research works have been done to
provide the needed security to such an advent technology of smart city [55].

The key management problem posed by the certificate based PKI cryptosystem
paved way to the pioneering work of certificate-less public key signature (CL-PKS)
scheme by Al-Riyami and Paterson [62]. This idea caught much research interest in the
aspect of improving the security and performance. In [63], Yum and Lee presented a
general procedure to construct a CL-PKS scheme from any ID-based signature scheme.
The first CL-PKS scheme was bilinear pairing based proposed by Li et al. in [64].
Whereas in [65], Au et al. presented a new security model for CL-PKS schemes which
considers inside attack scenario. The first bilinear pairing free CL-PKS scheme was
first proposed by He et al. in [66], which was found to be vulnerable to other attacks
in [67]. In [68] a scheme ideal for IoT deployment was proposed, however it was found
to bear some flaws concerning inside attack performance by KGC in [69]. In order to
provide the needed security property of anonymous authentication in [70, 71] the idea
of pseudonym-based authentication was employed. Despite providing privacy preserva-
tion, the limitation of overburdened TA in storing these pseudonyms for each vehicle
was encountered as has shown out as the shortfall for their approach. In [72], having
foreseen the problem of overburdened TA and sought to provide a solution they de-
signed by using anonymous certificates but this was done at the expense of interactions
between the infrastructures. In [73] et al., privacy protection for VANETs communica-
tions was achieved based on the technique of ID-based ring signature, but they failed to
provide conditional privacy, since there was no any tracking mechanism in their algo-
rithm [74]. Many more researchers demonstrated the need to formulate robust schemes
in terms of security and privacy protection. To this cause, Bayal et al. [75] proposed
an anonymous authentication scheme, however it is deemed computationally intensive
in [76]. In [77], Cui et al. proposed a scheme that utilizes the methods of cuckoo filter
and binary search to facilitate batch verification for vehicular communication of V2V
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and V2I. He at al. [48] designed an ECC based certifcateless based signature scheme
for VANETs system with batch verification feature. However, Mahmood eta l. [62]
states that their scheme still vulnerable to side-channel attack since some of sensitive
information like TA’s master private key is stored in a tamperproof devices (TPD) . A
scheme in [78] uses pseudonyms instead of real identities in trying to secure VANETs
communications. The scheme in [78] achieves efficiency and provides batch verification
but falls short in terms of providing all security requirements like unlinkability.

Figure 2.1: Two Layered VANETs Architecture.

2.2.1 System Model

In terms of communication process the VANETs’ architecture is categorized into two
layers namely the physical layer and the application layer. In which case the physical
layer comprises of the vehicles, the RSUs situated on designated points of the road.
Vehicles on the roads are embodied with OBUs as a communication enabling device to
connect with other vehicles, RSUs or other advanced smart city facilities. [79, 80]. The
OBU is equipped with a TPD device to secure stored sensitive information like secret
key and the global positioning system (GPS) . As such the vehicle is securely able to
carry out advanced VANETs communications in smart cities includes V2X, V2V and
V2I that are enabled by dedicated short range communication (DSRC) protocol specif-
ically identified as IEEE 802.11p. On the other hand, the application layers comprises
of the key generation center (KGC), the tracing authority (TRA) application server
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which are the major components doing the TA roles in a conditional privacy preserv-
ing VANETs based system. The TRA is responsible authority for RSUs and issuing
pseudo-identities to vehicle and can do real identity revocation whenever necessary. In
like manner the KGC is responsible for public and partial private keys generation for
both RSUs and vehicles. So in VANETs schemes, it is usually assumed that the KGC
and TRA are trusted parties and hence assumed honest but curious [81]. Both KGC
and TRA have sufficient computation power but the OBUs and RSUs are the one with
limited computation and storage capabilities hierarchically with RSUs as most power-
ful one [54, 60, 82]. However, OBUs and RSUs are not trusted entities and therefore
any communication initiative originating from them must be authenticated. Thus, this
inspires devising of security protocols for VANETs with suitable computation require-
ments for OBUs and RSUs.

Table 2.1: Notations Used in the Proposed Scheme

Symbols Meanings of Symbols in the Scheme

Vi ith vehicle

IDi A pseudo-identity of Vi such that ID = (PID1, P ID2, Ti)

pski Partial private key for a vehicle, Vi

(xi, xiP ) Secret key and public key for Vi

ski Full private key for Vi

Ti Validity period for the pseudo-identity IDi for Vi

RIDi A real identity for the vehicle Vi

(Ppub, α) KGC’s public key and master key respectively

(Tpub, β) TRA’s public key and master key respectively

Mi Traffic-related message generated by Vi

ti Current timestamp

2.2.2 Security Model for CLAS Scheme

As proposed first in [62], in CLAS we assume two types of adversaries termed Type 1
Adversary, A , and Type 2 Adversary, A2. A1 acts as a dishonest user and A2 acts as a
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malicious KGC on the other hand. Type 1 Adversary : A1 adversary does not control
the master key but is allowed to replace public keys at will with any desirable value of
its choice. Type 2 Adversary : A2 adversary has access and controls the master key
but cannot replace public keys of users.

The classical security model proposed in Zhang et al. [83] presents a security adver-
sarial model for certificate-less key agreement schemes. The model is defined as a game
between a challenger ,C, and an adversary defined by a probabilistic polynomial-time
turing machine,A ∈ {A1, A2}. Thus A, has full control of the communication channel
of all parties and parties only respond to queries from A and cannot communicate di-
rectly with each other. As a controller of the communication channel A has powers to
actively carry out the following actions, such as relaying, modifying, delaying, inter-
leaving, deleting all the message flowing in the system.

2.3 The Proposed Certificate-less Aggregate Signa-
ture Scheme

In this section, we will explain the scheme design for VANETs integrated smart grid
system titled Efficient certificate-less Aggregate Signature Scheme with Conditional
Privacy-Preservation for Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks Enhanced Smart Grid System
termed ECLAS for convenient referencing. The proposed scheme consists of eight algo-
rithms which are: Set-up, Pseudo-Identity-Generation, Partial-Private-Key-Extraction,
Vehicle-Key-Generation, Sign, Individual Verify, Aggregate and Aggregate verify, which
are explained as follows.

1. Set up: In this section, the TA comprising of two mutually exclusive principle
parts, which are the, TRA and the KGC will initialize the system, by generating
the system parameters. The TA takes as input the security parameter 1k the
algorithm outputs two large prime numbers, p, q and a non-singular elliptic
curve defined by y2 = x3+ax+b(mod p), where a, b ∈ Fp. This scheme algorithm
phase is well illustrated in Figure 2.2.

• The KGC sets a point P from E and with this point generates a group G
of order q. Then KGC randomly selects a number α ∈ Z∗

q and sets it as its
master secret with its corresponding public key computed as Ppub = αP .

• Similarly, the TRA selects a points P on E and with it generates a group G
of order q. Further, TRA chooses a random number β ∈ Z∗

q and computes
its public key Tpub = βP while setting β as its master secret key used for
traceability which is known to TRA only.

• All these principle entities (TA, KGC and TRA) choose three hash functions,
H1 : G→ Z∗

q , H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗
q and H3 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗

q

• Then the system public parameters
params = {P, p, q, E,G,H1, H2, H3, Ppub, Tpub} are published.These params
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are then pre-loaded in the tamper-proof communicating devices and RSU of
the system.

Figure 2.2: TA set up system parameters

2. Pseudo-Identity-Generation\Partial-Private-Key-Extraction: In this phase the
TRA’s responsibility is to generate pseudo-identities for the vehicles while the
KGC’s responsibility is to create corresponding partial private keys to the pseudo-
identities. Thus, finally all vehicles under a TA are registered and pre-loaded
with their pseudo-identities and partial private keys. By use of pseudo-identities
that are closed linked to the real identities, the proposed scheme can achieve
conditional privacy-preservation when it is necessary to revoke the real identity
of an entity the TRA can ably do so. The process of pseudo-identity generation
and linkage with partial-private-key is executed by TRA and KGC in a sequential
manner as follows:

• A vehicle, Vi, with its unique real identity denoted as RIDi selects a random
number ki ∈ Z∗

q and calculates PID1 = kiP . Then the vehicle, Vi, sends
(RIDi, P ID1) to the TRA through a secure channel.

• The TRA first checks the RIDi, if its acceptable then it calculates, PID2 =
RIDi ⊕ H1(β.PID1||Ti||Tpub), where Ti indicates the validity period the
pseudo-identity. The pseudo-identity that is used to identify a vehicle, Vi,
is IDi = (PID1||PID2||Ti) and it is sent to the vehicle and KGC through
a secure channel. During revocation TRA obtains the real identity by com-
puting RIDi = PID2 ⊕H1(β||Ti||Tpub).

• Upon receipt of the pseudo-identity, IDi, KGC chooses a random number,
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di ∈ Z∗
q and computes QIDi

= diP and then computes the partial private
key, pski, for the vehicle, Vi, as pski = di +H2(IDi||QIDi

)× α mod p.

• The KGC then sends the pseudo-identity and partial private key (QIDi
, pski)

to the vehicle, Vi, through a secure channel.

The vehicle is able to check the authenticity of the pseudo-identity and the par-
tial private key received from the KGC by verifying whether pski.P = QIDi

+
H2(IDi||QIDi

).Ppub. The conditional privacy-preservation is enhanced in the de-
sign by combining the secret contribution from the vehicle, Vi, itself and the TRA
on the other hand. It is designed in such a way that the TRA is able to revoke
the real identity of the vehicle when needed to do so. At the end of it all, the
pseudo-identity and the partial private key are stored in the tamper-proof devices
in the vehicle. The interplay of the process is demonstrated in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: TRA and KGC collaborates to generate partial private key

3. Vehicle-Key-Generation: The vehicle, Vi proceeds by, randomly selecting a secret
value xi ∈ Z∗

q as its secret key noted as vski and then calculates its corresponding
public key vpki = xi.P . Then Vi set the full private key as ski = xi + pski.

4. Sign: Message signature is necessary for the sake of upholding authentication
and integrity of the message to the receiver of the message who rightly does
verification. The vehicle, Vi, selects one of its stored pseudo-identity, IDi, and
picks the latest timestamp, ti. With the signing Keys (pski, ski) and the traffic
related message Mi, the vehicle Vi carries out the following steps to produce a
signature.

• Selects a random number ri ∈ Z∗
q and computes Ri = riP .

• Computes,
hi = H3(Mi||IDi||QIDi

||vpki||Ri||ti) (2.1)

and
Si = hi.ri + ski mod p (2.2)
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. Then
σi = (Ri, Si) (2.3)

is the computed certificate-less signature on the traffic related data Mi for
latest timestamp ti and identification IDi.

• Then the final message that, Vi sends the to nearby RSU and vehicles for
verification is (IDi, QIDi

, vpki,Mi, ti, σi).

These steps are routinely carried out every time, Vi sends a message to RSU. The
individual signature signing and signature aggregation by RSU is illustrated in
Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Signature generation and aggregation

5. Individual Verify : On receipt of the certificate-less signature σi = (Ri, Si) on the
traffic related data Mi and timestamped at ti signed by the vehicle along with
its public key vpki, if the received Ti in IDi and ti are both valid, then the RSU
performs the following procedures.

• Computes
hi,0 = H2(IDi||QIDi

) (2.4)

and
hi = H3(Mi||IDi||QIDi

||vpki||Ri||ti) (2.5)

• Verifies whether

Si.P = hi.Ri + vpki +QIDi
+ hi,0.Ppub (2.6)

holds or not.

The RSU accepts the certificate-less signature if the verification holds. Correct-
ness checking works, since Ppub = α.P , QIDi

= di.P , pski = di+H2(IDi||QIDi
)×
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α mod p, Ri = ri.P , ski = xi + pski, hi,0 = H2(IDi||QIDi
) and Si = hi.ri +

ski mod p. Thus the computation proceeds as follows:

Si.P = (hi.ri + ski).P

= hi.ri.P + (xi + pski)P

= hi.Ri + xi.P + pski.P

= hi.Ri + vpki + [di +H2(IDi||QIDi
)α]

= hi.Ri + vpki +QIDi
+ (hi,0.α)P

= hi.Ri + vpki +QIDi
+ hi,0.Ppub

However for purposes of saving computation cost, it is recommended to do data
aggregation and batch verification on the signatures from the network environ-
ment of a particular RSU.

6. Aggregate: Each RSU is an out-posted aggregate signature generator that collects
individual certificate-less signatures into a single verifiable one. The components
come for an aggregating set V on n vehicles, {V1, V2, · · · , Vn} whose corresponding
pseudo-identities are, {ID1, ID2, · · · , IDn} with public keys {vpk, vpk2, · · · , vpkn}
and message signature pairs (M1, t1, σ1), (M2, t2, σ2), · · · , (Mn, tn, σn) where σi =
(Ri, Si) for i = 1, 2, · · · , n. The RSU or an application server for the traffic con-
trol center for instance computes the sum S =

∑n
i=i Si and output an aggregate

certificate-less signature as,

σ = (R1, S1), (R2, S2), · · · , (Rn, Sn) (2.7)

, for i = 1, 2, · · · , n.

7. Aggregate Verify : On receipt of the certificate-less aggregate signature σ from
n vehicle {V1, V2, · · · , Vn} whose pseudo-identities are {ID1, ID2, · · · , IDn} with
corresponding public keys, {vpk, vpk2, · · · , vpkn} and the traffic related messages
{M1||t1,M2||t2, · · · ,Mn||tn} then the RSU or the application server carries out
the following procedure if both Ti in IDi and ti are checked to be valid.

• RSU computes
hi,0 = H2(IDi||QIDi

) (2.8)

and
hi = H3(Mi||IDi||vpki||Ri||ti) (2.9)

for i = 1, 2, · · · , n
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• RSU verifies if the computation holds,

S.P =
n∑

i=1

hi.Ri +
n∑

i=1

vpki +
n∑

i=1

QIDi
+

n∑
i=1

hi,0.Ppub (2.10)

If the verification holds, then RSU accepts the aggregate certificate-less signature.
The computation is valid by the correctness check, since Ppub = α.P , QIDi

= diP ,
pski = di + H2(IDi||QIDi

) × mod p, Ri + riP , Si = hi.ri + pski mod p, and
S =

∑n
i=i Si, thus we obtain.

Si.P =
n∑

i=1

(hi.ri + ski).P

=
n∑

i=1

hi.ri.P +
n∑

i=1

(xi + pski)P

=
n∑

i=1

hi.Ri +
n∑

i=1

xi.P +
n∑

i=1

pski.P

=
n∑

i=1

hi.Ri +
n∑

i=1

vpki +
n∑

i=1

[di +H2(IDi||QIDi
)α]P

=
n∑

i=1

hi.Ri +
n∑

i=1

vpki +
n∑

i=1

QIDi
+

n∑
i=1

(hi,0.α)P

=
n∑

i=1

hi.Ri +
n∑

i=1

vpki +
n∑

i=1

QIDi
+

n∑
i=1

hi,0.Ppub

2.4 Analyses

From here forth we will devote to give a formal security proof, security privacy preser-
vation analyses and then we will present the performance evaluation of the proposed
ECLAS scheme with conditional privacy-preservation for a VANETs enhanced smart
grid.

2.4.1 Security Proof

In this section now, we will provide security proof for the proposed ECLAS scheme for
VANETs. We assume the security model for CLAS schemes where there are two types
of adversaries, which are Type 1 Adversary and Type 2 Adversary as demonstrated in
the security model for CLAS scheme.
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Theorem 1. Under the assumption that ECDL in G is intractable, then the proposed
scheme (ϵ, t, qc, qs, qh), is secure against adversary 1 in random oracle model, where
qc, qs, qh are the Create, Sign and Hash queries respectively which the adversary is
allowed to make.

Proof : Suppose there is a probabilistic polynomial time adversary A1, we construct
an algorithm F that solves the ECDL problem by utilizing A1. Assume that F is given
a ECDL problem instance, (P,Q) to compute x ∈ Z∗

q so that Q = xP . Thus, F chooses
an challenging identity ID∗ for the identity ID to answer any random queries from A1

as follows:

• Set-up (ID) Query: The challenger F selects its random numbers α∗ and β∗ as
its master keys and has a corresponding public key as P ∗

pub = α∗P and T ∗
pub = β∗P

then sends the system parameters {P, p, q, E,G,H2, H3, P
∗
pub, T

∗
pub} to A1.

• Create (ID) Query: F stores the hash list LC of the tuple
(ID,QIDi

, vpki, pski, ski, h2). Whenever an adversary A1 makes a query for ID,
and if the ID is contained in LC , then F returns (ID,QIDi

, vpki, pski, ski, h2) to
A1. Then F , execute the oracle as follows. if ID = ID∗, F randomly chooses the
values a, b, c ∈ Z∗

q and sets QID = a.P ∗
pub+b.P , vpki = c.P , pski = b, ski = c, h2 =

H2(ID||QID) ← amodq, then F adds (ID,QID, h2) to the list LH2 and returns
(ID,QIDi

, vpki, pski, ski, h2) to A1. as the equation pski.P = QID + h2.P
∗
pub,

thereby implying that the partial private key is valid.

• H2 Query: Whenever an H2 query with (ID,QID) is made, and ID is already
in the hash list LH2 , then F reply with a corresponding h2. On the other hand,
F runs Create(ID) to obtain h2 and then sends h2 to A1.

• Partial-Private-Key-Extract (ID) Query: if ID∗ = ID, then F aborts the
game. Otherwise, F looks in the hash list LC , if ID is found in the list, then F
returns pski to A1. If ID is not in the list LC , F executes Create(ID) query to
obtain pski and sends it to A1.

• Public-Key (ID) Query: Upon receiving the query on ID, when ID is already
in the list LC , F replies with pk = (QID, vpki). On the other hand, F executes
Create(ID) query to obtain (QID, vpki) and sends it to A1.

• Public-Key-replacement (ID, pk′) Query: F stores the hash list LR of tuple
(ID, di, QID, ski, vpki). When A1 executes the query with (ID, pk′), where Q′

ID =
d′.P , vpk′

i = x′
i.P and pk′ = (Q′

ID, vpk
′
i), then F sets QID = Q′

ID, vpki =
vpk′

i, pski =⊥ and xi = x′
i. Then the challenger F , updates the list LR to be

(ID, d′i, Q
′
ID, vpk

′
i, x

′
i).

• H3(ID) Query: F keeps the hash list LH3 of the tuple (m, ID,R, vpki, t, h3) and
if the ID queries are not in the list, F replies with h3. Otherwise, it selects a
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random number h3 such that h3 = H3(m||ID||vpki||R||t) then add it to the list
LH3 and returns h3 to A1

• Sign (ID,m) Query: A1 makes a sign query on (ID,m), once ID is on the
list LR, F chooses random numbers a, b, c ∈ Z∗

q , and sets s = a, R = P , h3 =
H3(m||ID||vpki||R||t) ← (a − b − c)modq and then inserts (m, ID,R, vpki, t, h3)
to the list LH3 . The resultant signature is (R, s), and if ID is not in the list LR,
then F acts according to scheme’s procedure.

As a result A1 produces a forged signature σ = (R, s{1}) on the message (ID,m)
which passes verification process. If ID ̸= ID∗, F aborts the process. F keeps on
challenging A1 up until it responds to the H3 query. A1 will be prompted to generate
another valid signature σ = (R, s{2}) by using the same R. Thus we have:

s{i}.P = h3{i}.R + vpki +QID + h2.P
∗
pub (2.11)

, where i = 1, 2
By solving the two linear equations A1 obtain from equation (2.2), the value of r by

r =
s2 − s1

h{2} − h{1}
(2.12)

, similarly with continuous querying H2 will allow computation of x.
Probabilistic Analysis: The simulation of Create(ID) queries fails when the

random oracle assignment H2(ID||QID) causes inconsistency with the probability of
at most qh

q
. The probability of successful simulation of qc times is at least (1− qh

q
)qc ≥

1 − ( qhqc
q
). Similarly, the simulation is qh successful with the probability of at least

(1 − qh
q
)qh ≥ (1 − q2h

q
) and ID = ID∗ with the probability of 1

qc
. Thus, in overall the

probability of successful simulation is(
1− qhqc

q

)(
1− q2h

q

)(
1

qc

)
ϵ (2.13)

.

Theorem 2. Under the assumption that ECDL in G is intractable, then the proposed
scheme (ϵ, t, qc, qs, qh), is secure against adversary 2 in random oracle model, where
qc, qs, qh are the Create, Sign and Hash queries respectively which the adversary is
allowed to make.

Proof : Suppose there is a probabilistic polynomial time adversary A2, we construct
an algorithm F that solves the ECDL problem by utilizing A2. Assume that F is given
a ECDL problem instance, (P,Q) to compute x ∈ Z∗

q so that Q = xP . Thus, F chooses
an challenging identity ID∗ for the identity ID to answer any random queries from A2

as follows:
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• Set-up (ID) Query: The challenger F selects its random numbers α∗ and β∗ as
its master keys and has a corresponding public key as P ∗

pub = α∗P and T ∗
pub = β∗P

then sends the system parameters {P, p, q, E,G,H2, H3, P
∗
pub, T

∗
pub} to A2.

• Create (ID) Query: F stores the hash list LC of the tuple
(ID,QIDi

, vpki, pski, ski, h2). Whenever an adversary A2 makes a query for ID,
and if the ID is contained in LC , then F returns (ID,QIDi

, vpki, pski, ski, h2)
to A2. If ID = ID∗, F randomly selects a, b ∈ Z∗

q and computes QID = aP ,
vpki = Q, h2 = H2(ID||QID) ← b, pski = a + x.h2, ski =⊥. If ID ≠= ID∗,
F , randomly selects a, b, c ∈ Z∗

q and computes QID = a.P , vpki = b.P , h2 =
H2(ID||QID)← c, pski = a+ x.h2, ski = b. Then F , responds to the query with
(ID,QIDi

, vpki, pski, ski, h2) and then appends (ID,QID, h2) to the hash list LH2 .

• H2 Query: Whenever an adversary A2 makes an H2 query with (ID,QID), and
ID is already in the hash list LH2 , then F reply with a corresponding h2. On the
other hand, F runs Create(ID) to obtain h2 and then sends h2 to A2.

• Partial-Private-Key-Extract (ID) Query: Upon receipt of the query on ID,
F verifies from the hash list LC , if ID is found to be in the hash list F returns
pski to A2. If ID is not in the hash list, LC , F executes Create(ID) query to
obtain pski and sends it to A2.

• Public-Key (ID) Query: Upon receipt of query on ID, when ID is already
in the list LC , F replies with pk = (QID, vpki). On the other hand, F executes
Create(ID) query to obtain (QID, vpki) and sends it to A2.

• Secret-Key-Extract (ID) Query: On receipt of the queries from A2, if ID =
ID∗, F stops the simulation. While, if ID is already in the list LC , then F reply
with ski. Whereas if, ID is not in the list LC , F executes Create(ID) query to
obtain (ID,QID, vpki, pski, ski, h2) and sends ski to A2.

• H3(ID) Query: F keeps the hash list LH3 of the tuple (m, ID,R, vpki, t, h3) and
if the ID queries are in the list, F replies with h3. Otherwise, it selects a random
number h3 such that h3 = H3(m||ID||vpki||R||t) then add it to the list LH3 and
returns h3 to A2

• Sign (ID,m) Query: As A2 makes a sign query on (ID,m), once ID ̸= ID∗,
F acts according to protocol flow. Otherwise, F randomly chooses the values
a, b, f ∈ Z∗

q and sets s = a, h3 = H3(m||ID||vpki||R||t)← f , R = h−1
3 (bP ∗

pub−Q),
and returns the signature (R, s). If the verification, s.P = h3.R + QID + vpki +
h2.P

∗
pub, holds then the signature is valid.

As a result A2 produces a forged signature σ = (R, s{1}) on the message (ID,m)
which passes verification process. If ID ̸= ID∗, F aborts the process. F keeps on
challenging A2 up until it responds to the H3 query. A2 will be prompted to generate
another valid signature σ = (R, s{2}) by using the same R. Thus we have:
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s{i}.P = h3{i}.R + vpki +QID + h2.P
∗
pub (2.14)

,

s{i} = h3{i}.r + y + di + h2.x (2.15)

where i = 1, 2
By solving the two linear equations involving r and y as variables, we can derive

the value of y as an output of ECDL problem.
Probabilistic Analysis: The simulation of Create(ID) queries fails when the

random oracle assignment H2(ID||QID) causes inconsistency with the probability of
at most qh

q
. The probability of successful simulation of qc times is at least (1− qh

q
)qc ≥

1 − ( qhqc
q
). Similarly, the simulation is qh successful with the probability of at least

(1 − ( qh
q
))qh ≥ 1 − (

q2h
q
) and ID = ID∗ with the probability of 1

qc
. Thus, in overall the

probability of successful simulation is(
1− qhqc

q

)(
1− q2h

q

)(
1

qc

)
ϵ (2.16)

.

2.4.2 Security and Privacy-Preservation Analyses

This part of the part discusses the security and privacy-preservation features satisfied
by the proposed scheme specifically this is in respect to anonymity (identity privacy),
message authentication, data integrity, traceability, unlinkability and resistance to at-
tacks.

• Anonymity: In the proposed scheme the vehicle’s identification IDi is not the
real identification RIDi, but rather a pseudo-identity as offered by the TRA for
purposes of achieving conditional privacy of the vehicle in VANETs. The only way
for an adversary or any malicious party to obtain the real identity it by computing
RIDi = IDi⊕H1(β.PID1||Ti||Tpub). Without knowing the TRA’s master private
key β no other party can know the vehicle’s real identity RIDi, since it requires β
to calculate H1(β.PID1||Ti||Tpub). This manipulation is infeasible for an adversary
to achieve since the extraction of β from Tpub = β.P , involves an intractable ECDL
problem. Therefore, this claims ascertain the satisfaction of user identity privacy-
preservation.

• Message Integrity and Authentication: By virtue of signing message before broad-
casting the legitimate users authenticity is verified. Based on the ECDLP assump-
tion the authenticity and integrity of the message (IDi, QIDi

, vpki,Mi, ti, σi) is
upheld by verifying the computation Si.P = hi.Ri+ vpki+QIDi

+hi,0.Ppub. Since
hi = H3(Mi||IDi||QIDi

||vpki||Ri||ti) and hi,0 = H2(IDi||QIDi
) no malicious party
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can forge σi = (Ri, Si) which achieves the massage integrity and authentication
of which needs knowledge of full private key ski = xi + pski in its formulation.

• Traceability: Although the vehicle is identified by a pseudonym in necessary cir-
cumstances the real identity of a particular vehicle can mapped back from the
pseudonym. For instance, the pseudo-identity of a vehicle is
IDi = (PID1||PID2||Ti) and the TRA can revoke the real identity by calculat-
ing PID2 = RIDi ⊕H1(β.PID1||Ti||Tpub). As such, once a vehicle is flagged as
questionable the TRA is able to trace its true identity and thereby carrying out
whatever necessary procedures to curb any kind of malpractice. Once this is done
the TRA records the real identity RIDi on the revocation list of the system and
as a result the vehicle cannot use its corresponding pseudo-identity IDi.

• Unlinkability: The message transmitted (IDi, QIDi
, vpki,Mi, ti, σi) from a vehicle

Vi to others has the component PID1 = kiP , where ki ∈ Z∗
q is random, that

is randomly generated for any particular message transmitted. Since the PID1

is also a component for pseudo-identity generation, it means the randomness in
PID1 results in the randomness of the publicized pseudo-identity IDi, hence any
two individual captures of the pseudo-identity IDi for Vi stills seem random and
unrelated to the real identity RIDi, in the eyes of eavesdroppers. So by virtue of
the identification being anonymous and distinct any captured signature cannot
be linked to previously captured identity nor to a particular true signer. Thus,
any communication is seen as random and new in the plying eyes of an adversary
and has no any relationship to previous communications for an eavesdropper to
learn any useful information from such communication.

• Resistance to Attacks: At this point we will present a demonstration of how the
proposed ECLAS scheme can resist against the main common attacks such as:
collusion attack, replay attack, modification attack, impersonation attack, and
stolen verifier attack.

– Replay Attack Resilience: In the message (IDi, QIDi
, vpki,Mi, ti, σi) the ti in

the message helps in checking replay attacks. The recipients, RSUs or vehi-
cles will have to check the freshness of the message, and once the timestamp
is invalid the message is discarded. As such the proposed scheme, ECLAS,
could resist against replay attack.

– Modification Attack Resilience: In the scheme a valid message
(IDi, QIDi

, vpki,Mi, ti, σi) has a valid digital conditionally anonymous signa-
ture (IDi, σi). Any modification to the message (IDi, QIDi

, vpki,Mi, ti, σi)
can be detected during verification Si.P = hi.Ri + vpki + QIDi

+ hi,0.Ppub

which simultaneously authenticates the sender, Vi, and the TA side of TRA
and KGC. Therefore, the proposed ECLAS scheme stands against modifica-
tion attack.
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– Impersonation Attack Resilience: It is not feasible for an attacker to launch a
successful impersonation on the message (IDi, QIDi

, vpki,Mi, ti, σi) of which
can pass verification as if it was generated by a legal user Vi. However, it
is impossible for an attacker to obtain the KGC’s master key α and the
users private key xi from the publicly accessible parameters as it will involve
solving the intractable problems of ECDLP and ECCDHP from vpki = xiP
and Ppub = αP .

– Stolen Verifier Table Attack Resilience: The the proposed ECLAS scheme,
both the TA side comprising of TRA and KGC and the user side comprising
of RSUs and OBUs on the vehicle do not require a check list. This implies
resistance against stolen verification table attack as it means the table can
not be stolen.

– Key-Escrow Resilience: Although the TAs side has access to the master keys
used for generating the user’s partial private key, still more either TRA or
KGC cannot generate a valid signature σi = (Ri, Si) for a valid message
(IDi, QIDi

, vpki,Mi, ti, σi). This is due to the fact that, the vehicle adds a
secret value xi to the partial private key pski when computing its full private
key ski = xi+di+H2(IDi||QIDi

)α which is used for signing messages. To this
effect although TRA knows the master key β and KGC knows the master key
α for the systems, they cannot forge messages to masquerade as Vi illegally.
Thus, the proposed ECLAS scheme withstands the key escrow attacks.

Now we will present a comparison analysis of ECLAS with recent related works in terms
of security features satisfied. In Table, 2.2 the results of the comparison is provided
with the features coded as, SF-1, SF-2, SF-3, SF-4, SF-5, SF-6 to denote, integrity
and authentication, anonymity, traceability and revocability, unlinkability, key escrow
problem and resistance to common attacks respectively. In the Table, 2.2 the symbol
✓denotes the satisfaction whereas ✗, denotes not satisfaction of the security feature.
As shown by the comparison table the schemes in [78, 84, 85] fall short from fulfilling
some of the features.

2.4.3 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we will present the performance analysis of the proposed ECLAS scheme
in terms of comparable feature with related researches of the fields that gives merit to
the proposed scheme. As such performance comparisons features are discussed in terms
of computation cost analysis and communication cost analysis. We will assess the
performance evaluation of the proposed work in terms computation cost comparison
with other related works by adopting the method presented in [48]. In [48] bilinear
pairing on a 80 bits security parameter length is created as : G1×G2 → GT , where G1

is an additive group whose generating point of order q is P on a super-singular elliptic
curve E : y2 = x3 + x mod p with an embedding degree of 2, where p is a 512 bits
length number and q is a 160 bit length Solinas number prime number and the equation
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Security Alazzawi Bayat Malhi ECLAS

Feature et al. [78] et al. [84] etal [85]

SF-1 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

SF-2 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

SF-3 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

SF-4 ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

SF-5 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

SF-6 ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓

Table 2.2: Comparison Analysis of Security Features Satisfied

OPs Tbp Tbp.m Tbp.sm Tbp.a TH Te.m Te.sm Te.a Th

ms 4.211 1.709 0.0535 0.0071 4.406 0.4420 0.0138 0.0018 0.0001

Table 2.3: Execution Times of Cryptographic Operations

p + 1 = 12qr holds. For the ECC based scheme to achieve a security level of 80 bits
G is an additive group that is generated by a point P on a non-singular elliptic curve
E : y2 = x3 + ax+ b (mod p) of order q, where p and q are two 160 bit prime numbers
for p > 3, a, b ∈ Z∗

q .
For convenience, we will define the notations for execution time for different crypto-

graphic computations in the schemes under discussion as portrayed in Table 2.3, where
OPs stands for the type of operations involved. We borrow the execution time directly
from [48], which was evaluated using MIRACL cryptographic library, to assess the ef-
ficiency of schemes. Operations which are very light like addition operation in Z∗

q and
multiplication operation in Z∗

q will not be considered.
The clear description of the operations is given as follows.

Tbp: Execution time for bilinear pairing operation, e(P,Q), where P,Q ∈ G1

Tbp.m: Execution time for scale multiplication operation x.P , related to pairing opera-
tion e(P,Q), where P,Q ∈ G1 , and x ∈ Z∗

q

Tbp.sm: Execution time for small scale multiplication operation, vi.P , related to pairing
operation e(P,Q), where P,Q ∈ G1 , vi.P , vi ∈ [1, 2t] is a small random integer , for a
small integer t.
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Tbp.a: Execution time for point addition operation, related to pairing operation e(P,Q),
such that R = P +Q, where R,P,Q ∈ G1

TH : Execution time for map-to-point hash function operation related to pairing oper-
ation e(P,Q), where P,Q ∈ G1.
Te.m: Execution time for scale multiplication operation, x.P , over ECC group, where
P ∈ G and x ∈ Z∗

q .
Te.sm: Execution time for small scale multiplication operation, vi.P , for small exponent
test, where P ∈ G and vi ∈ [1, 2t] is a small random integer , for a small integer t.
Te.a:Execution time for point addition operation, R = P + Q, where R,P,Q ∈ G, re-
lated to ECC.
Th: Execution time for one hash function operation.
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Computation Cost Analysis

In this section, we give a formal security proof on the proposed certificate-less sig-
nature scheme. While using the computation execution times for various dominant
time-consuming cryptographic operations summarized in Table 2.3, we carry out com-
putation analysis of related CLAS schemes [33, 44, 54, 58, 86] in terms the three
phases of message signing, individual verify and aggregate verify overhead in RSU.
The observation is clear that our proposed scheme, ECLAS, has better computation
performance to related works from Table 2.4. In [58], to generate a signature a ve-
hicle carries out three scalar multiplication, 3Te.m,over elliptic curve. This means
the computation cost for signing is 3Te.m ≈ 1.326ms. Whilst for verifying a signa-
ture, three bilinear pairings, one scalar multiplication over elliptic curve and one map-
to-point hash function operations are required. Thus, individual verification needs
2Tbp + Te.m + TH ≈ 17.481. In aggregate verification phase, three bilinear pairings, n
scalar multiplication over elliptic curve and n map-to-point hash function operations are
required, 2Tbp + nTe.m + nTH ≈ 12.633+ 4.4198n ms. In the proposed ECLAS scheme,
for signature generation a vehicle requires two scalar multiplication with respect to el-
liptic curve and one hash function operation, 2Te.m+Th, amounting to the computation
load of 2Te.m+Th ≈ 0.8841 ms. For individual signature verification, ECLAS, similarly
requires two scalar multiplication with respect to elliptic curve and one hash function
operation, 2Te.m + Th, amounting to the computation load of 2Te.m + Th ≈ 0.8841.
Whereas for aggregate signature verification, ECLAS requires 2n scalar multiplication
with respect to elliptic curve and n hash function operation, 2nTe.m + nTh, yielding
computation cost of 2nTe.m + nTh ≈ 0.8841n ms. in a similar manner, the computa-
tion cost for other relevant comparable schemes [33, 44, 54, 86] can be calculated. The
computation cost for message signing and individual signature verification is illustrated
in Figure. 2.5, based on the summary results from Table 2.4 and Figure. 2.5, ECLAS
has allover computation efficiency to the rest of the scheme except [44], and although
it has slightly lower signing computation overhead it was found with security flaws in
[54] whereas the proposed scheme satisfy the security requirements and withstand KGC
escrow property. For simplicity sake, by regarding equal computation capabilities for
signing and verifying then we can lump up the computation load that the same signing
and verifying entity incurs for a single signature. As such the overall load for Horng et
al. [58] comes up to 1.326 + 17.481 = 18.807 and for Cui et al. [44] the overall load
is 0.4439 + 1.3298 = 1.7737. Proceeding in this manner for the rest of the schemes,
Xiong et al.[86], Tzeng et al. [33], Kamil et al. [54] the overall computation loads are;
24.3675, 19.664, 2.1887 respectively. Subsequently, ECLAS has an overall computation
load of 1.7682, which is better than the rest as shown in Figure. 2.5.

The relationship of verification time delay for particular number of aggregate sig-
natures that RSU takes to compute for the schemes [33, 44, 54, 58, 86], against the
proposed scheme ECLAS, is portrayed in the Figure. 2.6.

As a requirement in VANETs, vehicles have to broadcast their messages every 100−
300ms, thus it entails that an RSU or AS can receive about 180 messages every 300ms.
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Figure 2.5: Computation Cost Comparison Per Unit.

Therefore, in one second an RSU is expected to verify about 600− 2000 messages [54].
In Figure. 2.6, it endeavours to illustrate the time it takes to do batch verification for
2000 signatures. Thus, the comparative analysis shows that the proposed scheme has
less verification time delay for n signature aggregation and the number of signatures
has a direct proportion linear relationship to the verification delay.

Communication Cost Analysis

In this portion of the chapter now, we will present the communication overhead of
the proposed scheme against the related schemes [33, 44, 54, 58, 86] by borrowing
experiment results from [48] to account for transmission cost for sending packets from
vehicle to RSUs in V2I or V2V communication in VANETs, the sizes of elements in
G1 and G are 128 bytes and 40 bytes respectively, in addition the elements in Z∗

q , the
value of hash function and timestamps are 20 bytes, 20 bytes and 4 bytes respectively.
We will consider the message traffic load for signatures only.
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Figure 2.6: Verification Time Delays and Number of Signatures Relationship.

In [58], the vehicle broadcast the message (IDi, vpki,Mi, ti, σi = (Ri, Si)) to RSUs,
where IDi, vpki, Ri, Si ∈ G and ti is a timestamp. Therefore, the communication over-
head is 3×40+4 = 124 bytes. In [44] the vehicle sends the message (IDi, vpki, QIDi

, σi =
(Ri, Si), ti) to RSUs or AS, where IDi, vpki, QIDi

, Ri ∈ G, Si ∈ Z∗
q and ti is the

timestamp. Thus, the communication load on the network is 4 × 40 + 20 + 4 = 184
bytes. In [86] the vehicle sends (IDi,mi, upki, signature(Ui, Vi)) to RSU, which re-
quires the bandwidth size of 4 × 40 + 20 + 4 = 184 bytes. Whereas, in [85] the
message sent from a vehicle to RSU is (PSj, PS1j, Pi, PPi, σi = (Ui, Vijk)) where
PSj, PS1j, Pi, PPi, Ui, Vijk ∈ G. Therefore, the communication overhead is 6× 128 =
768 bytes. In the proposed, ECLAS, scheme a vehicle sends traffic related signed mes-
sage (IDi, QIDi

, vpki,Mi, ti, σi) to the verifier where IDi ∈ G. Therefore, the total
communication overhead is 4× 40 + 20+ 4 = 184 bytes. The proposed scheme has less
communication overhead load than [58, 85] and is at par with the schemes in [77, 82, 86]
as outlined in Table 2.5. However these comparable work are found to be insecure in
different aspects, like in [44], which so far has descent efficient output, was discovered
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Schemes Sending of one signature message Sending of n signature message

Horng et al. [58] 644 bytes 644n bytes

Cui et al. [44] 184 bytes 184n bytes

Xiong et al.[86] 184 btes 184n bytes

Malhi [85] 768 bytes 768n bytes

Kamil et al. [54] 184 bytes 184n bytes

ECLAS 184 bytes 184n bytes

Table 2.5: Communication Overhead Summary

that the scheme is insecure in [54, 58].

2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we presented an efficient certificate-less signature scheme with condi-
tional privacy preservation for VANETs enhanced smart grid system that is based on
elliptic curve cryptography and it provides user anonymity. The proposed work also
removes the inherently key escrow problem associated with identity based cryptography
by means of incorporating derivation of a full private key by the vehicle itself. Security
proof under the random oracle model approach, shows that the proposed scheme is
secure by virtue of satisfying all the security requirements for VANETs. In this scheme
certificate-less property is achieved without key escrow problem since the signature is
derived by using a vehicle’s full private key which is not known by the KGC . Fur-
thermore, the scheme does not require the computation intensive bilinear pairing and
map-to-point hash function operations but rather is just based on less intensive opera-
tion over elliptic curve group in the design, hence achieving efficient computation cost.
Even the communication overhead is within bounds with comparable schemes whilst
achieving higher security merits. Thus, it is a comparatively efficient certificate-less
aggregate signature scheme ideal for VANETs communications.
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Chapter 3

Certificate-less Authenticated Key
Agreement Scheme with Anonymity
for Smart Grid Communications

3.1 Introduction
The modern grid has various functionalities by using remote sensor automation in power
management, monitoring and controlling the system. Thus, it is imperative to ensure
secure communications for various agents in smart grid, since the system is informa-
tion communication based. Being information based the smart grid encounters security
and privacy challenges impeding its adoption. One way of dealing with these cyber
concerns is in devising robust cryptosystem for data encryption and authenticated key
agreement in the communications of these remotely controlled smart devices. However,
many proposed solutions are provided at the expense of computations cost. Thus, this
paper designs a novel authenticated key agreement scheme with anonymity based on
widely acceptable elliptic curve cryptography with efficiency. The scheme ensures opti-
mal computation and communication overload whilst achieving mutual authentication
and anonymity in the key agreement process. The scheme is proven in both formal and
informal security analysis in portraying its satisfaction of the standard and extended
Canetti–Krawczyk (eCK) security requirements. A comparative analysis with related
schemes indicates that the proposed scheme have merits over others. The modern grid
uses intelligent systems that seamlessly monitor all processes automatically in real-time
[87–91]. In smart grid, the smart capability in facilitating near real-time service delivery
relies on communication infrastructures like advanced metering infrastructure (AMI),
wide-area situational awareness (WASA) and wide area monitoring systems (WAMS)
, which have promising applications. However, the concentration of the discussion will
focus on the security of the AMI part of the grid. The AMI is a backbone network
of smart devices that ensures two-way information flow between the consumer and the
utility company [92]. It is an example of machine-to-machine (M2M) communication
infrastructure with the SM on the customer side and control center (CC) on the util-
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ity side. In between the SM and CC there are different kinds of intercommunicating
intelligent electronic devices (IEDs) working in system stabilization functionalities like
monitoring and system management such as, phasor measurement units (PMUs), pha-
sor data concentrators (PDCs) , circuits break monitors units, solar flare detectors.
This section of the AMI employs smart data aggregation approaches and technologies,
as a way of leveraging the computation load of the devices involved in an IoT con-
text, to facilitate fast data exchange and reduce unnecessary delays. The considerable
amount of data generated by these devices needs efficient handling and security as-
surance for smart grid applications [93]. It is apparent that smart grid cybersecurity
and user privacy protection is a critical issue [91, 94, 95]. As such SG requires in-
built security mechanism by design to maintain the systems operations securely and
preserve users privacy. Therefore transactions in the modern grid bear a lot more eco-
nomic value than in the ordinary grid. Some of the transactions with economic value
in smart grids are dynamic pricing, demand response, distributive electricity trading.
Thus, the system attracts fraud and cyber attacks. Therefore, there is need for good
management to check without tampering of data or loss of information by using robust
cryptographic measures. As a rule of thumb mutual authentication must be provided
as a first recommendation to ensure trust in secure communications by ascertaining the
true identity of the communicating party, before indulging in the exchange of sensitive
information over the open channel. Even further, anonymity is a required technique
that can help check user privacy and traceability concerns when carrying out regular
transactions [96]. Thus, the importance of robust authenticated key agreement schemes
comes into play to ensure smart meter’s anonymity and untraceability on the network.
Smart meter anonymity prevents an adversary from discovering the real identity of a
smart meter, therefore the smart meter is not traceable and all its transmissions seem
random to the adversary. Much research has been done and is still on-going in order
to provide security and privacy protection. However, most of the recent work [97–104],
have the drawback of involving time-consuming computation especially on the resource
constrained smart meter side. Although,in the subsequent communications two entities
are universally secured by symmetric key algorithms such as the AES , 3DES among
others, however there is need of getting a shared key in advance. This calls for key
establishment mechanisms to generate a symmetric key for a particular session, which
is the focus of this work and most similar works in literature. The session key is gen-
erated by using public key cryptosystem, usually known as key agreement. The main
contributions of the current paper are listed below as follows.

• An anonymous and untraceable key agreement scheme is presented, where the real
identity for smart meter is never transmitted in plain text in the authentication
process.

• Maintains the classical security requirements of confidentiality, integrity, and au-
thentication while ensuring overall good performance.

• It achieves ideal performance in terms of computation and communication costs
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as it excludes heavier computation operations.

• A careful security analysis shows that the scheme is provably secure in extended
Canetti–Krawczyk (eCK) model amidst fulfilment of the security requirements in
heuristic approach.

The rest of the paper is organized according to the outline given as follows. Section
II reviews most relevant related works of AKA schemes for smart grids communication.
Section III provides that mathematical building blocks for the proposed scheme. Section
IV give the detailed steps of the proposed work. Section V, presents an in-depth analysis
of the scheme in terms of security, privacy and performance assessment. Finally, in VI
we give concluding remarks about the proposed scheme.

3.2 Related Works and Limitations
In SG, there has been continuous research in authentication and key exchange cryp-
tosystems for securing AMI communications [97–99, 101–103, 105–110]. In this section,
a critical scrutiny of the schemes will be presented thoroughly. In [102], a secure privacy
preserving authentication scheme based on elliptic curve cryptography was proposed.
Their scheme has merits in computation and communication efficiency and provides
security requirements besides fulfilling anonymity and mutual authentication. Further,
the analysis was presented in random oracle and validated in AVISPA security analysis
tool. However, we feel there are some inconsistencies in the some elliptic curve point
multiplication operations. Mahmood et al. [111], designed a hybrid Diffie-Hellman
authentication scheme for smart with the goal of authenticating a smart meter and
the gateway. Nevertheless, Li et al. [105], noted that their scheme is weak against
identity leakage, impersonation attack and session key leakage. In [108], another ECC
based scheme was proposed, however it is highlighted in [112] that their scheme fails to
ensure password guessing attack, insider attack, privacy protection and impersonation
attack. In [100], an efficient and secure authentication and key agreement protocol for
5G networks using block-chain was presented. The presented work employs digital sig-
nature and bilinear pairing technique to resolved distributed denial of service (DDoS)
attack. Though deemed to have low computation overhead, it can still be improved by
removing the computation intensive bilinear pairing operations. In [103] an anonymous
key distribution scheme was presented by using identity-based signature that does not
require a trusted anchor in the process. nevertheless, in [109], Odelu et al., exposes
the scheme in [103], as being vulnerable to ephemeral key leakage attack. In [113],
another anonymous furnished scheme was proposed, designed to withstand key escrow
issue which was found in the work of [98, 103, 109]. The scheme was validated to
be secure by using proverif tool and is purported to be comparatively more efficient.
However, we notice computation in-consistence in key establishment process, especially
the misuse of the bilinear pairing operations. Although, authentication cryptosystems
have been widely worked on in recently years, still more research work needs to be
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done to realise practical schemes suitable for resource constrained network environment
[106, 109]. Generally, most of proposed schemes fall short in providing anonymity, re-
silience to common security attacks and untraceability security requirements. So to
this effect, achieving robust security and privacy preservation with optimal computa-
tion cost in cryptosytems is still an open research issue. Although Mohammadali et
al., [106], proposed a lightweight scheme based on ECC which was formally validated
by using AVISPA tool, it is noted in [114] that their scheme does not consider privacy-
preservation during authentication. In a quest to provide a solution to user privacy
concern, Chen et al. [101], proposed an authentication scheme. However, the scheme
was based on bilinear pairings and Diffie-Hellman problem. Although, explicit formal
analysis was done using BAN logic and random oracle model, the bilinear pairings de-
merits the scheme in terms of required computation cost. The scheme in [98], by He et
al., was devised with the aim of striking a balance between computation cost and provi-
sion for robust secure with privacy preservation by supporting smart meter anonymity.
The authors in [99], however claim that, the scheme in [98] falls short of providing
key escrow attack resilience, inferring that the trusted anchor (TA) can generate the
session key, negotiates by entities under it. Additionally, the scheme in [98] suffers from
private key leakage and known session-specific temporary information attacks. Wazid
et al. [115] proposed, a three factor authentication protocol based on ECC by using
lighter operations such as XOR and hash operations among others. In the same vain,
Kumar et al. [97], designed an ECC based authenticated key exchange scheme, but
was flawed by having time synchronization clock for the timestamp. So the scheme
in [99], was proposed to provide novelty in efficiency and being ideal for anonymous
authentication with formal proof and implementation experiment presented. However,
the schemes in [97–99, 101] were quashed by [114] that they still bear relatively heavy
computation load. Use of certificate-less cryptosystems to achieve robust and efficient
security mechanism, formulated by combining the advantages of tradition public key
cryptography and identity-based techniques in the construction, while solving the key
escrow problem has inspired this work [86, 116, 117].

3.3 Preliminaries

This section, presents the mathematical primitives used, the system model, security
requirements and the threat model for the against the proposed scheme.

Security Requirements

Any secure AKA scheme must ensure satisfaction of default security requirements which
are key in any network based communication outlined as follows.

• Mutual Authentication: This is a means of ascertaining two-way authentica-
tion, whereby either of the two communicating entities authenticates the coun-
terpart before indulging in the communication. This can be done presentation
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of a valid verification token such as a digital certificate before the occurrence of
subsequent communication. In our case, the smart meter and the service provider
authenticates each other.

• Anonymity and Untraceability: The real identity of a smart meter is con-
cealed and can not be linked to a particular session of communication. Any two
completed session can not be related to a certain identity, but rather they all
appear as random in the eyes of eavesdropping adversary.

• Perfect Forward Secrecy: In this feature, we are assured that the session key
will not be compromised even in the case whereby the long-term private key of
a user is compromised. Thus, an adversary in possession of a private key would
not be able to derive any previously established session key and thereby access
the previous communications.

• Availability: This aspect gives assurance that the system and data is accessible
to any authenticated user whenever needed.

• Integrity: Integrity means the accuracy and completeness of transmitted data.
Incorporating this feature in the design of a scheme entails that the data is secured
from modification, or misuse by unauthorized party.

In cryptography, forward secrecy (FS), also known as perfect forward secrecy (PFS),
is a feature of specific key agreement protocols that gives assurances that session keys
will not be compromised even if long-term secrets used in the session key exchange are
compromised. The notations used for the main scheme are outlined and described in
Table 3.1.

3.4 The Proposed CL-AKA scheme for Smart Grid

This section presents the details of the proposed, Certificate-Less Authenticated Key
Agreement Scheme for Smart Grid Communications, christened as (CL-AKA). CL-
AKA follows a hierarchical communication model, with the SM at the lowest level and
the control center as the highest while intermediate gateway point, link the two major
communicating networks as illustrated in Figure 3.1.

The scheme has four main phases which are: (1) System Initialization Phase , (2)
Entity Registration Phase, (3) Entity Self Key Generation and (4) Authenticated Key
Agreement Phase, with the detailed description given as follows.

3.4.1 System Initialization Phase

The utility as the system trusted anchor (TA), initializes the system to produce the
parameters used in the authentication process and it proceeds as follows.
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Table 3.1: Notations Used in the Proposed Scheme

Symbols Meanings of Symbols in the Scheme

SMi ith smart meter, where i = 1, 2, · · · , n

APj jth access point, where j = 1, 2, · · · ,m

IDi An identity for a smart meter, SMi

IDj An identity for an access point, APj

pskk Partial private key for an entity identified by k

(xk, xkP ) Secret key & public key for an entity identified by k

sk Full private key for an entity IDk (i.e. SMi or SPj)

Ti Validity period for the pseudo-identity IDi for Vi

RIDi A real identity for the vehicle Vi

(Ppub, α) TA’s public key & master key respectively

Mi Session key established between two parties i, for i = 1, 2

ti Current timestamp, for i = 1, 2

• The TA takes a k-bit prime q as its system security parameter and produces the
set of {Fq, q, p, P,G,E\Fq}.

• TA selects α ∈ Z∗q, as its master secret key, with the corresponding public key
computed as Ppub = αP ∈ E\Fq.

• Then TA selects hash functions defines as, H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗
q .

• TA publishes the final system parameter,
{Fq, q, p, P, Ppub, G,E\Fq, H}.

3.4.2 Entity Registration Phase

This phase explains how the communicating entities which are, the smart meter and
the service provider, under the the same overall TA are registered and issued with
key parameters that enables secure session key between them. An entity identified
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Figure 3.1: CL-AKA hierarchical communication model

by IDk ∈ {0, 1}∗, undergoes the following steps for registration. The IDk is used for
simplicity sake as the process stands for either smart meter or service provider.

• A user submits its identification, IDk, to the TA.

• The TA chooses a random number dk ∈ Z∗q and then computes Qk = dkP and
pskk = dk +H(IDk||Qk)α.

• TA sends the partial private key to an entity IDk as (pskk, Qk) through a secure
channel.

3.4.3 Entity Self Key Generation Phase

In this phase the concerned entity, IDk, chooses a random number xk ∈ Z∗q and sets
it as its private key with corresponding public key, pkk = xkP . Finally, IDk, formulate
its full private key by combining the self derived key materials with the partial private
key material, pskk, received from the TA during registration. So the full private key
used for verifiable authentication is sk = xk + pskk. The preceding three phases are
summarized in Figure 3.2.

3.4.4 Authenticated Key Agreement Phase

This phase allows mutual authentication between two entities IDi and IDj under the
same TA. Here, IDi stands for a smart meter whereas IDj for the service provider,
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Figure 3.2: CL-AKA three phases summary diagram.

such that IDi ∈ {IDk} as well as IDJ ∈ {IDk}. This notation applies to all the other
parameters indexed by k respectively. Now in an event where the smart meter, SMi,
and any service provider, SPj, want to agree on a session key for secure subsequent
communications, then the following steps are sequentially executed. The whole process
of the authenticated key agreement procedure is outlined in Figure 3.3.

1. SMi selects a random number ri ∈ Z∗
q , then computes, C1 = riP , C2 = ri(pkj)⊕

IDi, Vi = H(C1||C2||t1) + si. Then SMi sends message M1 = {C1, C2, Vi, t1} to
SPj.

2. On receipt of message M1 at time t∗1, first SPj, checks the freshness of the received
message by testing whether, t∗1 − t1 < ∆, otherwise it quits the session.

3. Then SPj, extracts the identity IDi but calculating, IDi = C2⊕xjC1, hence SPj

authenticates the message sender by checking whether, Vi.P = H(C1||C2||t1) +
pki +Qi +H(IDi||Qi)Ppub, holds, otherwise the session can be aborted.

4. SPj selects a random number rj ∈ Z∗
q and further computes, C3 = rjP , C4 =

rj(pki)⊕ IDj, Vj = H(C3||C4||t2) + sj.

5. Lastly, SPj sends the message M2 = {C3, C4, t2} to SMi. For SPj, the session
key is calculated as, SKji = H(IDi||IDj||Vi||Vj||rjC1||t1||t2).

6. On receipt of message, M2 = {C3, C4, Vj, t2}, first SMi checks whether t∗2−t2 < ∆,
where t∗2 stands for current time , is within acceptable range, if its not within range
the session is aborted right away.
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7. Otherwise, SMi, checks whether Vj.P = H(C3||C4||t2)+pkj+Qj+H(IDj||Qj)Ppub.
If the calculation holds, SMi extracts the identity as IDj = C4 ⊕ xi(C3). The
agreed session key with SPj is computed as, SKij = H(IDi||IDj||Vi||Vj||riC3||t1||t2).

Figure 3.3: The session key establishment between SM and SP

3.5 Security Analysis and Performance Evaluation

This part of the section discusses the formal security proofs and the performance evalua-
tion of the proposed scheme in terms of computation and communication costs efficiency.
The security analysis is done in both eCK and standard model. In these models the
adversary gets a hash function value from using the hash function instead of querying
the challenger for a hash value. In these oracle security proofs, three lists Li, where
i = 1, 2, 3 are set as input lists and the corresponding tuple of lists Hi where i = 1, 2, 3
are set as out put lists respectively. So in the interplay of oracle queries, the outputs
of the hash functions are not randomly selected by the challenger C, but rather are
derived from a real hash function.

Theorem 3. Two matching session instances generate the same session key.

Proof : In line with consistency analysis, two matching sessions generate the same
session key, in agreements with the state of the input. Separately, lets consider other
important situations surrounding the capabilities of an adversary, A, in carrying out an
attack. Assume that A ∈ {A1,A2} actuates at most n1 honest participants, of which
each of them is engaged in at most n2 sessions. Suppose that the test session for A is
denoted as ΠS

IJ . Then there are three methods for A to determine the session key from
a randomly selected string.
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1. Guessing method: A gets the correct session key by guessing.

2. Key replication method: A, sets a no-matching session key to a targeted session
of choice ΠS

IJ . So A will be tasked to obtain a real session key by querying a
non-matching session.

3. Forging method: For an instance, A computes the value
H3(IDI ||IDJ ||V S

I ||V S
J ||(rJC1)

S||tI ||tJ), thus to say A gets the authentication val-
idating elements for session key construction.

Theorem 4. The advantage of A1 against the new scheme is negligible in the standard
model if the ECCDH problem is intractable.

Proof : Let µ be the secure parameter in the adversarial model game. Assume a
Type I adversary A1, that can win the game with non-negligible advantage AdvA1(µ)
exists. Then this entails existence of a challenger, C, that can solve the ECCDH problem
with non-negligible probability.

In the guessing method, the probability of correctly guessing the value for the session
key SK ∈ Z∗

q at random is 1
q−1

.
In key replication method, the hash function, H3, must output the same value for

two unique input values. Since the assumption of a secure hash function with collusion
resistance holds on H3, then A’s probability of success in this method of attack is
negligible.

On the other hand, forging method of attack takes place in the eCK model, where
a challenger, C, interacts with an adversary, A1.

Let the tuple (P, aP, bP ) stand for an instance of a ECCDH problem. If A1 can
successfully forge a correct secret value with non-negligible advantage AdvA1(µ), then
by implication the challenger, C, can employ A1 to solve the ECCDH problem, abP ,
with non-negligible probability. In the inception of the game, C chooses two integers
randomly say I, J ∈ {1, n1} where I ̸= J , and also chooses an integer S ∈ {1, n2},
then sets the test session as ΠS

IJ . Thus the probability that C, guesses the test session
correctly is less that 1

n2
1n2

. If ΠE
IJ and ΠS

IJ are matching sessions, then six attack scenario
must be considered.

• CA1-1. ΠE
IJ exists, but A1 can not obtain the ephemeral secret key of IDI and

IDJ .

• CA1-2.ΠE
IJ exists, but A1 can not obtain the ephemeral secret key of IDI nor

obtain the partial private key of IDJ .

• CA1-3.ΠE
IJ exists, but A1 can not obtain the partial private key of IDI nor obtain

the ephemeral key for IDJ .

• CA1-4.ΠE
IJ exists, but A1 can not obtain the partial private key of IDI and IDJ .
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• CA1-5.ΠE
IJ does not exist, but A1 can not obtain the ephemeral secret key of IDI

nor the partial private key IDJ .

• CA1-6.ΠE
IJ does not exists, but A1 can not obtain the partial private key of IDI

and IDJ .

The concise details of the six attack scenarios is given individually in the following
analysis.

CA1-1 analysis
Set-up: The attacker follows the same procedure as in the real scheme, LAC-AKA, as
such C sends the public params = {Fq, q, p, P, Ppub = αP,G,E Fq, H1, H2, H3} to A1

and keeps α secret.
Query: C would like to construct a matching session by utilizing the responses to
queries from A1 and it chooses ID∗

k for IDk and answers successive queries from A1.
The queries and corresponding answers are recorded into a list which is initially empty
and it is used as a repository of responses. The steps proceed as follows.

• Query (PKk): C has the list LU of the tuple (IDk, xk, pkk, sk, Qk, C1, C3). A1

submits an identity of choice ID∗
k, then C randomly chooses x∗

k, r
∗
k computes pk∗

k =
x∗
kP and Q∗

k = d∗kP and adds them to the list LU . So the updated list becomes
(IDk, x

∗
k, pk

∗
k, sk, Q

∗
k, C1, C3).

• Replace (PKk): A1 substitutes IDk public key for pk∗
k = x∗

kP . Thus C replaces pkk
with pk∗

k and updates the tuple (IDk, xk, pkk, sk, Qk, C1, C3) to (IDk, ∗, pk∗
k, sk, Qk, C1, C3),

where ∗ stands for a the secret value x∗
k or the symbol ⊥. Meaning to say, A1

may manage to replace the secret value randomly or not.

• Query (SVk): A1 gives an identity IDk and C brings out (IDk, xk, pkk, sk, Qk, C1, C3)
from the list LU and returns xk. If A1 replaced the public key pkk but did not
submit a new secret value, then C replies with ⊥ to reject.

• Query (PPKk): A1 submits an identity IDk, and C checks (IDk, xk, pkk, skk, Qk, C1, C3)
in the list LU and computes, Q∗

k = d∗kP , psk∗
k = d∗k +H1(IDk||Q∗

k)α and then re-
turns psk∗

k.

• Query (ESKk): C has a list of the tuple (IDi, IDj, s, ai, bj), A1 submits an in-
stance of a session, Πs

ij and then C follows the steps.

1. If Πs
ij = ΠS

IJ or Πs
ij = ΠE

IJ , then C fails and stops.

2. Otherwise C, chooses at random a∗i , b
∗
j ∈ Z∗

q and return (a∗i , b
∗
j) and adds

(IDi, IDj, s, a
∗
i , b

∗
j) and updates LW .

• Query (SKk): A1 submits Πs
ij, and C does the following. If A1 replaced the

public key, pkk, while it did not submit the new secret value x∗
k, then in this case

C, refuses to reply.
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1. If Πs
ij = ΠS

IJ or Πs
ij = ΠE

IJ , then C fails and stops.

2. If A1 makes Query(ESKk) for Πs
ij, C finds (IDi, IDj, s, ai, bj) in the list LW ,

and finds (IDk, xk, pkk, sk, Qk, C1, C3)
or (IDk, xk, pkk, skk, Qk, C4, C5) in the list LU , and computes Q∗

k = d∗kP and
psk∗

k = r∗k+H1(IDk||Q∗
k)α, then it follows the schemes procedure to compute

the session key by performing the key agreement algorithm.

3. Otherwise C, chooses at random a∗i , b
∗
j ∈ Z∗

q and return (Q∗
k, a

∗
iP ) and adds

(IDi, IDj, s, a
∗
i , b

∗
j) and updates LW .

• Send (Πs
ijm): To this C responds to the queries as follows.

1. If (Πs
ijm) = (ΠS

IJ ⊥), C finds
(IDI , xI , pkI , sI , QI , C1, C3) in the list LU and then returns (QI , aP ).

2. If (Πs
ijm) = (ΠE

IJ ⊥), C finds
(IDJ , xJ , pkJ , sJ , QJ , C4, C5) in the list LU and then returns (QI , bP ).

3. If (Πs
ijm) = (Πs

ij ⊥), where (Πs
ijm) ̸= (Πs

ij ⊥) and (Πs
ijm) ̸= (ΠE

IJ ⊥), C finds
(IDI , xI , pkI , sI , QI , C1, C3) and does as follows.

(a) IfA1 makes Query(ESKk) for an instance Πs
ij, then C finds (IDi, IDj, s, ai, bj)

in the list LW , and returns (Q∗
k, aP ).

(b) Otherwise C, chooses at random a∗i , b
∗
j ∈ Z∗

q and returns (Q∗
k, aP )and

adds
(IDi, IDj, s, a

∗
i , b

∗
j) to the list LW .

4. If m2 is the second message in the session, such that m2 = (Q∗
k, ∗), C accepts

the session.

• Test (Πs
ij): A1 needs to submit a new secret value x∗

i (x∗
j) when the public key

(pki) (or pkj) has been replaced to (pk∗
i ) (or pk∗

j ). This is a logical request, because
C cannot derive the session key, without knowledge of the secret values for IDi

and IDj. So C responds to the query as follows.

1. If Πs
ij ̸= ΠS

IJ , then C fails and stops.

2. If Πs
ij = ΠS

IJ , C selects at random sk ∈ Z∗
q and returns it to A1.

Solving ECCDH Problem: If A1 wins by forging method then A1 must be able
to compute,
H3(IDI ||IDJ ||V S

I ||V S
J ||(rJCI)

S||tI ||tJ) or
H3(IDI ||IDJ ||V S

I ||V S
J ||(rICJ)

S||tI ||tJ), where V S
I = H2(C1||C2||t1)+xJ+bJ+HJ(IDJ ||QJ)α,

V S
J = H2(C3||C4||t2) + xI + aI + H1(IDI ||QI)α, rJCS

I = rJ .rIP or (rICS
J = rI .rJP ).

Then, C finds
(IDI , IDJ , V

S
I , V S

J , C1, C2, C3, C4) in LW , (xI , aI) and (xJ , bJ) in the list LU . finally, C
solve the problem abP
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Probability: If C guesses the session test instance ΠS
IJ , then he will succeed dur-

ing the query phase. Therefore C can compute the value abP with the probability
1

n2
1n2

AdvA−1(µ), if A1 succeeds in winning the game with advantage AdvA(µ).

3.5.1 Informal Security Analysis

The security attribute of the proposed scheme are further confirmed in the following
heuristic security analysis.

• Mutual Authentication: The SMi verifies that Vj.P = H2(C3||C4||t2) + pkj +
Qj+H2(IDj||Qj)Ppub and on the other hand SPj verifies that Vi.P = H2(C1||C2||t1)+
pki + Qi + H2(IDi||Qi)Ppub holds there by authenticating the legitimacy of the
counterpart. Moreover, they generate the session key by exchanging the random
ephemeral key components by using the ECDCH problem, in riC3 = rirjP and
rjC1 = rjriP . These values are an accessible and unchangeable to an attacker
but only to a legitimate user hence the communicating entities authenticate each
other hence, the proposed work achieves mutual authentication.

• Anonymity: In the scheme the real identity of an entity IDi or IDj if not
transmitted in plain but rather in concealed and intractable state as in C2 =
ri(pkj)⊕ ID or C4 = rj(pki)⊕ IDj. Moreover the identity is not even traceable
as the ephemeral key is random for any session of communication. Therefore,
privacy preservation is assured in the proposed work.

• Perfect Forward Secrecy: Calculation of session key SKij or (SKji) is unique
per each session due to dynamic random numbers ri and rj used in the message
elements C1 and C3. With this feature the generated session keys for an nth

session has no linkage to another one of an (n + 1)th session. So compromise of
a particular session is no use for an A to deduce anything for any session key for
another session.

• Key Escrow: The key escrow problem is solved in our proposed work by virtue
of upgrading the partial private key element, pskk = dk +H1(IDk||Qk), issued by
TA into an secretly known key termed full private key sk = xk+pskk for xk ∈ Z∗

q .
The full private key, comprised of static secret values from the TA and the entity
itself and no party of the two can generate it on its own. Thus any message
encrypted by this key can not be decrypted by the TA since it does not know the
the self generated secret xk for an entity IDk. In addition derivation of session
key involves the ephemeral keys ri, rj which are inaccessible to any other party
apart from the own as they are intractable in ECDLP problem. So by design
the TA cannot generate the same session key of targeted entities of the system.

• Known Key Security: The generation of the session key,
SKij = H3(IDi||IDj||Vi||Vj||riC1||t1||t2) or SKji = H3(IDi||IDj||Vi||Vj||riC3||t1||t2)
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involves dynamic random elements ri, rj by way of using hash function. Since
these random elements and unique and dynamic in each session run no attack can
re-use the message elements,C1, C2, C3 and C4 derived from these ephemeral keys
ri and rj in other future session authentication. Moreover, the ephemeral keys
cannot be extracted in C1 = riP and C3 = rjP , since that involves a ECDLP
problem. Therefore, the proposed scheme provides known-key security.

• Man-in-the-Middle Attack Resilience: The mutual authentication between
two parties registered under the same TA is employed to check such malicious
adversary as man-in-the-middle attacker. The computation of C2 and C4 respec-
tively uses a fresh ephemeral key r, of which is validated to be true and intact in
the verification of Vi and Vj in the computations, Vi.P = H2(C1||C2||t1) + pki +
Qi +H2(IDi||Qi)Ppub and Vj.P = H2() and Vj.P = H2(C3||C4||t2) + pkj + Qj +
H2(IDj||Qj)Ppub respectively. A can not manage to fabricate anything to pass the
verification of the message element Vi or (Vj), as there is integrity check as well
as proper registration check. Therefore, launching a man-in-the-middle attack in
this case is impossible.

• Replay Attack Resilience: Although an adversary A intercepts plying mes-
sages between SMi and SPj, still she can not be successful to replay to either
party at later time. This is so because all messages are timestamped and the
lapse time interval, t∗i − ti < ∆ for i = 1, 2 is checked. The integrity of ti is upheld
in the computation of V1 = H2(C1||C2||t1) or V2 = H2(C3||C4||t2), implying that
ti cannot be manipulated to satisfy ∆ and either SMi or SPj with detect the
modification during verification of V1 or V2 respectively.

• Impersonation Attack Resilience: An adversary A cannot succeed to imper-
sonate SMi (or SPj) without knowledge of the static full private key si = xi+pski
and the same applies to SPj impersonation. Surely, to maliciously obtain the
static full private key of an entity si or sj by A is infeasible. So launching imper-
sonation attack on the scheme is not possible.

3.5.2 Comparison Analysis

In this section, a detailed presentation of the proposed scheme on security and func-
tionality features, computation and communication costs against related key agreement
research works in smart grid and other resources constraint environment, is given to
assess its performance. To carry out the evaluation we analyze the scheme with the
notable ones in: Deng et al. [117] , Abbasinezhadi-Mood and Nikooghadam [99], Mah-
mood et al. [108], Tsai and Lo [103].
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3.5.3 Security and Functionality Features Comparison

In Table 3.2, the security and functionality features is given against the highlighted
schemes, with respected to the outlined features, in the Table 3.2 with the symbol
✓indicating provision of the said feature and the symbol ✗, indicating failure to provide
for the feature.

Table 3.2: Comparison Analysis of Security Features Satisfied

Security Deng Abbasinezhadi Mahmood Tsai Proposed

Feature et al. [117] & Nikooghadam [99] et al. [108] & Lo [103]

SF-1 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

SF-2 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

SF-3 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

SF-4 ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

SF-5 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

SF-6 ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

SF-1 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

SF-2 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

SF-3 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

SF-4 ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

SF-5 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

SF-6 ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

Note: SF-1: "Privileged-insider attack resilience"; SF-2: "Anonymity"; SF-3: "Untraceability";
SF-4: "Man-in-the-middle attack resilience"; SF-5: "Strong replay attack resilience";SF-7: "Tamper
resistance";, SF-8: "Perfect forward secrecy"; SF-9: "Impersonation attack resilience"; SF-10: "Key

escrow-less"; SF-11: "Known key security"; SF-12: "Mutual authentication";

For instance, the scheme in [99] does not provide strong replay attack resilience
and strong privacy preservation. Whereas in [108], it is found that the scheme is weak
against, privacy preservation, strong replay attack, strong mutual authentication among
other. Ina similar manner the rest of the referred schemes are analysed comparatively.
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3.5.4 Computation Cost Analysis

In this section, a computation comparison with related schemes designed for smart
grid and other resource constrained network environments, [99, 103, 108, 117, 118] is
presented. The execution times for different cryptographic operations, based on the
experimental result found done in [98] is portrayed in Table 4.2. Negligible operations
like bit-wise XOR, normal hash function are not included in the analysis.

Table 3.3: Execution Times for Cryptographic Operations

Symbol for Description of the Operation Execution

Operation Time ms

Tbp Bilinear pairings 0.032713

Ts Symmetric encryption 0.000012

Tinv Modular Inversion 0.000034

TG1−pm Point multiplication in G1 0.013405

TG1−pa Point addition in G1 0.000056

TG1−mtp Map-to-a-point hashing in G1 0.033582

TG2−mul Multiplication in G2 0.000008

TG2−exp Exponentiation in G2 0.002249

Tecc−pm An ECC point multiplication 0.003350

Tecc−pa An ECC point addition 0.000014

The computation cost incurred for authentication and key agreement, in the pro-
posed work in comparison to relevant related works in tabulated in Table 4.3. We
suppose that the smart meter side SMi, stands for any resource constrained devices
in need of establishing a session key with a more equipped computationally gateway
side, here specified as the service provider side, SPj. In the proposed scheme the
SMi side requires, 4Tecc−pm + 4Tecc−pa ≈ 0.013456ms and similarly the SPj requires
5Tecc−pm + 4Tecc−pa ≈ 0.013456ms for the key negotiation process. On the other hand,
in Jo et al. [118], 5Tecc−pm + Tecc−pa ≈ 0.016764ms is required for the SMi side compu-
tation whilst the SPj side requires 4Tecc−pm + Tecc−pa ≈ 0.013414ms respectively.

It is prominent that the proposed scheme is outstanding in computation cost effi-
ciency as compared to relevant related worked as outline in Table 4.3. Even though, Jo
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et al. [118] has a slightly lower computation load with respect to the service provider’s
demand to our proposed work, our scheme only requires one smart meter message
pass to service provider while in [118] two smart meter message passes are required, to
achieve message authentication code (MAC), in the key agreement process.
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An illustration of the incurred computation load for smart meters in the comparison
analysis of the schemes [99, 103, 108, 109, 117–119], against the proposed CL-AKA
scheme is given in Figure ??.

3.5.5 Communication Cost Analysis

In this section we will consider different parameters and their bit length sizes to estimate
the bandwidth consumption of different schemes. The outline is such that: "identity",
"random nonce", "timestamp", "signature by using ECDSA", "bilinear pairings of
groups G1 and G2", "hash function output", "message authentication code", require
the sizes: 160, 128, 32, 320, 320, 512, 160, and 160 bits respectively and an elliptic curve
point P = (Px, Py) requires (160 + 160 = 320)-bits. Table 4.4.3, gives a comparison
table of the performance.

Table 3.5: Communication coat comparison table for authentication and key agreement

Scheme No. of messages Communication cost (in bits)

Deng et al. [117] 2 640

mahmood et al. [108] 2 2304

Tsai & Lo [103] 3 1408

Abbasinezhadi

& Nikooghada [99] 3 1440

Jo et al. [118] 3 1536

He et al. [98] 3 1632

Odelu et al. [109] 3 1920

Proposed 2 960

As is well known that "the security of 160-bit ECC has the same security level
to that 1024-bit RSA cryptosystem" . In the proposed scheme, two messages are
needed for session key agreement, M1 = {C1, C2, Vi, t1} and M2 = {C3, C4, Vj, t2} which
demands (160 + 160 + 128 + 32) = 480-bits and (160 + 160 + 128 + 32) = 480-bits
respectively. so the cumulative communication cost is 480 + 480 = 960-bits In [118],
three messages are needed in the key establishment process, MSG1, MSG2 and MSG3

with their respective demands as follows; (320+32) = 352-bits, (320+160+320+32) =
832-bits and (160 + 160 + 32 = 352)-bits, so the cumulative communication load is
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352 + 832 + 352 = 1536-bits. On the other hand, the scheme in [117] has a decent
output on communication cost with two message exchanges {Ri,Mi} and {Rj,Mj}
demanding (160 + 160) = 320-bits and (160 + 160) = 320-bits and has a cumulative
load of (320 + 320) = 640-bits.

3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we presented an anonymous efficient certificate-less authenticated key
agreement scheme for smart grid communication. The main contribution is the design-
ing of adaptable security scheme for resource constrained smart grid environment, based
on elliptic curve cryptography. Key merits for the scheme are: ensuring mutual authen-
tication, efficient computation and communication overhead. Semantic security proof is
given in eCK model to show in-feasibility of breaking the scheme by the adversary, and
heuristic proof is given to substantiate satisfaction of security features acclaimed. By
virtue of precluding heavy computations the scheme has better comparative advantage
to other key agreement scheme. Future work, will focus on doing network emulation
using hardware implementation like Raspberry Pi, to emphasize the applicability of the
proposed scheme.
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Chapter 4

Lightweight Privacy-Preserving Data
Aggregation Scheme Based on Elliptic
Curve Cryptography for Smart Grid
Communications

4.1 Introduction

As the future power grid, smart grid surpasses the legacy grid with a greater advantage
due to incorporation of advanced communication technology in the electricity system
[120–125]. In accordance to the model of National Institute of Standards and technology
(NIST), smart meter based at the residential area collects and sends real-time electricity
usage data to the operation center (OC) , and in a similar manner a SM receives
command messages related to control and management of electricity from OC [20]. In
SG the electricity data bears economic value as it can be used for electricity marketing,
management and regulation in applications such as demand response [126–128]. An
existing challenge with the electricity consumer’s consumption data is that it contains
privacy information such that it can reveal the user’s identification, lifestyle pattern and
habits of electricity usage of the consumers, which is not a desirable thing[129–133].

In smart grid, recording of power consumption data is done not on month-to-month
basis as is the case with the legacy grid, but rather is based on times of the day and
gives details of the power consumption of individual appliances on the customers side
in near real-time intervals [81, 134]. On the negative note this detailed information has
a potential of being used maliciously by an attacker to invade privacy and security. For
instance, by knowing the times house owners’ sleep or are absent from home based on
analysis of SM information flow, thieves can plan to break into the homes when nobody
is at home. Hence there is great need to protect the consumer’s side against privacy and
security breaches associated with smart meter information, with respect to the basic
security requirements. That is to ensure SM communications should be supported with
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user authentication and identification measures when transacting on the open network
between the SM and the monitoring device. Encryption with efficient algorithm for the
customer consumption information transmitted by the SM to the utility or third party
service providers will also be needed. The communication scheme should also protect
individual energy consumer information from third parties for commercial purposes not
related to services provided by the utility that is the scheme should be resilient to all
sort of insider attacks [116].

However, the current challenge is ensuring security and privacy of smart grid AMI
communications and balancing between lightweight cryptographic measures and ideal
computational complexity for resource constrained devices. Once lightweight privacy-
preserving and security mechanism are ascertained, consumers and utility are likely to
have a widely varying preferences on how they wish to control and monitor third party
to access their information. Thus, the challenge to protect user’s privacy information
effectively and efficiently has attracted researchers attention to find a lasting solution
[116, 135–138]. Such solutions would ensure the adoption of internet of things(IoT) ap-
plications over smart grid, since they consist of resource-constrained devices. Privacy-
preserving data aggregation approach is one of viable mechanisms feasible for achieving
data privacy[139–141]. Privacy-protection safeguards the fine-grained user data from
disclosure to unwanted parties like the gateway or the system service provider during
transmission and in some cases even protected from insider attack within the control
center itself. Data aggregation is an ideal solution for securing data from eavesdroppers
and has the advantage of improving network performance by virtue of reducing com-
munication traffic. This approach goes with the following requirements: 1) the data
aggregation operator can obtain sum of usage data in a region; 2) the data aggregation
operator should know nothing about individual usage data in the data collection region
[142–144].

In this regard, homomorphic encryption (HE) is a prospective mechanism for ensuring
data aggregation privacy because it allows cipher-text manipulation without divulging
plain-text [145]. The HE technique allows performing of addition operation or mul-
tiplication operation on encrypted cipher without requiring decryption, which is the
desirable property for the aggregation operator to do, since it is a semi-trusted entity.
There are several other data aggregation techniques such as using random numbers se-
crete sharing, Boneh-Goh-Nissim homomorphic encryption, Paillier homomorphic en-
cryption, data slicing, differential privacy among other techniques [146]. In random
number secret sharing design a series of random numbers with underlying properties
are initially distributed to all the entities in the network that is to, all users and the
data aggregation operators in advance, which are later used to obfuscate the usage data
transmitted in the network [147]. The drawback of such a mechanism is reliance on
Trusted Third Party (TTP) responsible for generating and distributing such random
numbers. Differential privacy is also a technique for achieving privacy which adds ran-
dom noise of Laplacian distribution or other distributions to mask the original value
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[148]. However, in many studies, this technique of differential privacy is deemed less
accurate, as it is easily affected by noise [149]. Secret sharing which was proposed by
Shamir in [150], is also another mechanism used to achieve privacy data aggregation. In
this method group secret is split into shares and distributed amongst the participants
and each one is kept highly confidential. The secret can only be reconstructed with a
sufficient number of participants colluding and combining their secret values together,
as such it is good for storing highly sensitive information [151]. However, most of these
approaches are coupled with unbearable computation burden, which is an issue of ma-
jor concern.

In this chapter, a Lightweight Privacy Preserving Data Aggregation Scheme Based
on Elliptic Curve for Smart Grid Communications is proposed, with the following main
contribution are:

• The proposed scheme design precludes certificate and TTA or TA dependency,
hence ensures system overall management requirements significantly.

• The scheme uses lightweight mathematical building blocks that are bilinear pairing-
free, thus resulting in reduction of transmission delay from node to node commu-
nications.

• The proposed scheme has optimal computation and communication efficiency
based on the security analysis and performance evaluation, and so the scheme
has comparative advantage over other variant works, by its merits.

• Most importantly the proposed scheme ascertain user anonymity when commu-
nicating over a public channel beside providing content privacy.

In this vain, our work endeavors to design and incorporate these main contribu-
tions, and performance comparison with some state-of-the-art privacy-preserving data
aggregation techniques provided. Thus, the proposed work achieves better overall com-
munication and computation efficiency to the best comparable scheme besides better
satisfaction of main security requirements.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2, reviews related works in
data aggregation over smart grid environment and pin-points the research gap and
limitations in other researches. Then we present the generic system design model, basic
mathematical and cryptographic preliminaries required for understanding the proposed
scheme in Section 3. The proposed lightweight privacy-preserving data aggregation
scheme is presented in Section 4. Further Section 5 gives the analysis and evaluation
of results respectively. Finally, the conclusion and suggestions for further research are
presented in Section 6.

4.2 Related Works and Limitations
A variety of techniques and approaches for privacy-preserving data aggregation (PPDA)
have been proposed in literature in a quest to address the challenge of secure data
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aggregation to be practical in SG network environment. In [152] Liu .Y, et al, proposed
a 3PDA data aggregation scheme for SG, however the scheme uses computationally
expensive bilinear pairings in the data collection units (DCUs) and the OC which is not
ideal for a system of systems comprising of myriads of communicating devices. While
in [147] He .D, et al, designed an efficient PPAD scheme but is based on TTP which is
not also a desirable feature in a highly populated network since it bears a bottleneck
for the TTP to manage the messages with efficiency. Similarly in [153] Jo H.J, et al
asserts that their construction is efficient at the expense of using bilinear computations
which contradicts the claim for a practical scheme. Additionally, in [27] is it disclosed
that their scheme does not provide user privacy as the identity is transmitted in plain-
text hence prone to human-factor-aware data aggregation (HDA) attacks and all sorts
of privacy breaches. Other researches based their construction on computationally
expensive Paillier’s homomorphic cryptosystem [120, 154, 155], which still need some
improvement to be deemed practical for smart grid because the Pailler’s primitives is
comparative heavier although is it widely used technique [156]. Achieving acceptable
level of computational as well as communication efficiency is a default requirement for
any real-time based communication technology like IoT-enhanced smart grid. In the
schemes [120, 154, 155], theirs security is anchored in the gateway as it plays a trusted
role and it provides the aggregated data to the OC. The proposed scheme in [153],
does not rely on trusted gateway but rather uses a group approach to sent encrypted
messages. The private key is secretly held by a group of smart meters and they collude
to send an encrypted message to the AMI. In order for the AMI or OC to decrypt
data, it requires the selected smart meters to help in the decryption which adds on
overhead and clearly this is impractical design. Although the scheme removes trust-
ship, it incurs unnecessary communication overhead in the collusion process. Also the
design is prone to differential attack hence can suffer from privacy breach. To achieve
this the AMI collude with participating smart meter to decrypt two different messages
representing the sets which differ only by a single user. At the end the AMI can deduce
the user’s data from the difference of the two decrypted messages. Although the scheme
[134] claims to be robust in security and efficiency, we analyzed it and found it lacking
to provide user anonymity as the identity is transmitted in plain-text, hence is prone
to eavesdropping, and also in [133] it was found to have its properties unattributed.
In 2011, Wu and Zhou [157] proposed a key exchange scheme for smart grid based on
elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) which required a trusted authority (TA) and a public
key infrastructure (PKI) for key management. The authors of [157] claim their scheme
is resistant to replay attacks and man-in-the-middle attacks. However in [158] Xia and
Wang discovered that the scheme in [157] cannot provide replay attack and man-in-the-
middle attack resilience and has even vulnerable session key. In 2018, Mahmood et al.
[108] proposed an authentication scheme between two communicating entities in smart
grid, however in [159] it is pointed out that the scheme in [108] has weakness of lack
of perfect forward secrecy. Although in [160], it was assessed that the proposed data
obfuscation approach provides good data throughput, good packet delay and delivery
ratio under a variety of conditions, in [132] they found it bears high communication
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latency due to large bandwidth requirement and also in [133] they point out that the
scheme in [160] fails to explicitly state its focusing field, whether is it for customer
billing applications or grid operations. Another ECC based multi-dimensional data
aggregation scheme was proposed by Boudia et al. in [129], which does not require
bilinear pairings hence having efficient computation overhead. However, the scheme is
flawed by being TA dependent. In [131], Badra and Zeadally, proposed an ECC based
privacy-preserving data aggregation scheme by utilizing homomormphic encryption and
Diffie-Hellman techniques, however it bears heavy communication overhead.

Different schemes in literature have been proposed based on different approached and
methodologies. Their short-falls varies widely ranging from; having high computation
overhead [120, 152, 154, 160–163], prone to common attacks [31, 108, 157, 164] and
high demand of system computation resources due to need of additional requirements
for TTP, PKI and TA management in their designs [119, 126, 147, 165].

4.2.1 Generic System Model

In this section, we briefly describe the proposed data aggregation scheme’s network ar-
chitecture, the preliminaries building blocks for the scheme and subsequently we define
the security requirements for the model. The system design of our model is depicted in
Figure 4.1, which consists of three main entities: SMs, data aggregation point (DAP)
and the utility OC in a hierarchical structure, which follows the standard smart grid
architecture[166, 167]. An OC has a number of neighborhood area networks (NANs) ,
in turns each NAN has numerous home area networks (HANs) [19, 126, 168–171]. The
DAP is the gateway for a particular NAN which does data aggregation and relaying
of information between OC and SM . Whereas for each HAN there is a SM enabling
bi-directional communication with the DAP. In this model SMs collect real-time con-
sumption data from the HAN and sends it to OC via DAP at 15 minutes regular
intervals [108, 133, 172]. The communication between SM and DAP is through wireless
technology such as Wi-Fi, RF mesh, 6LowPAN, ZigBee, Z-wave among other wireless
communication protocols [134, 155, 163]. Smart meter transmitted data includes the
bill, real-time electricity report, consumer identification and regular instruction dis-
patches. So, the DAP acts as a gateway for the neighborhood area network and bridges
the SMs and the OC by utilizing long range and high bandwidth communication tech-
nology with low latency like WiMAX or, 3G, 4G communication technologies and wired
links among others[134, 173–178]. As a gateway the DAP aggregates the collected in-
dividual SM data to leverage the computational overhead of OC in decrypting each
SM’s information. Similarly, communication efficiency is still a challenging issue that
requires permanent solution, since there will be hundreds or thousands of smart meters
in regions reporting their electricity related information almost at the same time to the
OC through the DAP.

The OC being in the utility side, is deemed honest-but-curious entity and can know
customer’s electricity usage during a billing period of pricing and power management.
This means the OC executes operations according to the scheme without launching
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Figure 4.1: Generic System Model.

any active attack. On the other hand, the DAP is assumed not fully trusted since
it can be easily controlled by an adversary. The user or SM is usually assumed as
dishonest with some extent of trust or common interest to win incentives from the OC
orders. A good property needed in this architecture is to conceal individual’s electricity
usage to neighboring SMs and the DAPs even in an attempt of smart meters launching
a collusion attack. Thus, is necessary to secure the system from all sorts of attacks
such as: data privacy attacks, relationship attacks, false data injection attacks and
distortion attacks. Data privacy attack occurs when some malicious smart meter node
collude with the gateway or another smart meter to obtain the real-time or total power
consumption data of another uncompromised smart meter during a billing session. In
relationship attack the gateway attempts to deduce user behavior and habits from
the relationship between electricity consumption of different reporting intervals for one
specific user. While false data injection refers to attack on the integrity of the data
where an adversary introduces a code that compromises the correctness of the data. In
distortion attack the gateway tries to forge a user’s real-time power usage in order to
disturb the billing system in smart grid.
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4.2.2 Adversary Model

The public channel is open for an adversary, A, which can forge, replay, modify and
intercept plying message between communicating parties. However, A, has no full
access to private information from observing the public channel. Thus, the SM, DAP
and OC are regarded as secure by themselves. The focus in this chapter, is to deal
with a strong enough adversary which has access to the communication media able to
perform the following malicious actions:

• Eavesdropping the communication channel between SM and DAP communica-
tions to get an idea of the smart devices usage data and other associated details.

• Impersonation attack on a particular user’s smart meter and probably send falsi-
fied data on behalf of the targeted user

• Replay attack of legitimate transmitted messages to resend them after being in-
tercepted. This attack can overload the authentication process and can result into
transmission delay, denial of service (DoS) attack and communication bandwidth.

• Man-in-the-middle attack where by an adversary can actively eavesdrop on le-
gitimate user’s communications and relay modified messages between legitimate
users making them believe they are communicating with intended counterpart.

4.2.3 Security Requirements

There is need to satisfy basic security requirements for the proposed scheme to ascer-
tain the claimed security of the transmitted electricity reports from the consumer to
the data aggregation points over the public channel as well as regulation and control
commands originating from operation center to the consumer. Obviously, the data ag-
gregation scheme faces all kinds of attacks from an adversary in between SM and DAP.
The proposed scheme, achieves these attributes without relying on TTP or certificate
issuance to facilitate the authentication process. Thus, our scheme design ensures con-
formity of the following prescribed requirements.

• Authentication: The DAP has to validate the true identity of the smart meter
to make sure the data it receives really comes from the smart meter. Thus,
the communicating entities should ascertain that they are communicating with
the intended counterpart. This measure checks possible malicious acts such as
message forgery, impersonation and masquerading attacks.

• Data Confidentiality : The mechanism must avoid any leakage of an individual’s
electricity usage data that could pose privacy breach. So, it is necessary to as-
certain that no-one either internal or external attacker, extracts any individual’s
electricity usage data. So, confidentiality of user’s electricity consumption data is
very necessary since its leakage can reveal user’s habit or identity which eventu-
ally exposes the user to attacks.
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• Data Integrity : This mechanism ensures consistency and trustworthiness of the
transmitted data, so that data is not altered nor modified by unauthorized party
while in transit or elsewhere. This feature is of significantly importance in smart
grid so that the data aggregation process should uphold integrity and message
modification or forgery, and should there be any attempt for such attacks, should
be detected.

• Consumer Privacy and Anonymity : The actual identity of a consumer in a com-
munity should not be known by any malicious party eavesdropping on the commu-
nications between consumer and OC. Thus, even if two instances of consumption
data reports are eavesdropped the adversary should not distinguish if the two con-
sumption reporting data are from the same user or not. Thus, a scheme should
uphold user anonymity during the message flow of the concerned parties.

• Attack Resilience: Due to communication over a public channel, the data ag-
gregation scheme must ensure security to withstand common attacks such as:
impersonation attack, replay attack, modification attack and man-in-the-middle-
attack [179, 180].

In regard to the discussed system model and security requirements, our main goal is to
design a secure and efficient scheme for privacy-preserving data aggregation for smart
grid AMI communications.

4.3 Proposed Scheme

We will present the framework of the proposed Lightweight Privacy-Preserving Data
Aggregation (LPPDA) Scheme Based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography for Smart Grid
Communications. The notation description of the symbols used in the proposed scheme
is outlined in Table 4.1. Our construction suggests the variant construction of an El
Gamal encryptosystem and an additive homomorphic encryption algorithm applied over
elliptic curve field whose properties are:

(a) In order to encrypt a message m into a ciphertext C using an El Gamal approach,
the sender, uses the public key of a receiver pk = xP , generates a random number
r ∈ Z∗

q , with it computes Ca = rP and Cb = (pk)r + mP . Thus an encryption
process proceeds as:

Epk(m) = (Ca, Cb) = (rP, r(pk) +mP ) = C (4.1)

(b) So to decrypt a ciphertext C, the receiver uses its private key sk = x, and carry
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Table 4.1: Notations Used in our Scheme

symbols Meanings of Symbols in the Scheme

IDs Identity of smart meter user, SMi

ts , td Timestamps for SM and DAP

ei Electricity consumption generated by a smart meter at ts

δ The time lapse for an interval of time from ts to td.

pk, sk Public key and private key respectively

Epk(.) Encryption algorithm by using a public key pk.

Dsk(.) Decryption algorithm by using a private key sk.

Xs, xs Public key and private key of smart meter user respectively

Xd, xd Public key and private key of gateway respectively

Xα, xα Public key and private key of utility company

out the following operation.

Dsk(C) = Dsk(Epk(m)) (4.2)
= (r(pk) +mP )− (sk)(rP )

= (r(xP ) +mP )− x(rP )

= mP

After which the message m can be retrieved by using the Pollards lambda method.

(c) For additive homomorphic property, we suppose there are two messages encryp-
tion instances m1 and m2 transformed into two respective ciphertext instances C1

and C2 as follows.

Epk(m1) + Epk(m2) = (r1P, r1(pk) +m1P ) + (r2P, r2(pk) +m2P ) (4.3)
= ((r1P + r2P ), ((r1pk +m1P ) + (r2pk +m2P ))

= ((r1 + r2)P, (r1pk + r2pk) + (m1P +m2P ))

= ((r1 + r2)P, (r1 + r2)pk + (m1 +m2)P )

= Epk(m1 +m2)

= (C1 + C2)
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(d) Scalar multiplication property.

Epk(cx) = Epk(x) + Epk(x) + · · ·+ Epk(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
c-times

(4.4)

=
c∑

i=1

Epk(x)

Where + is the additive homomorphic encryption operation and c is a constant for
scalar multiplication.

The construction of the scheme consists of the following five algorithms, namely
System Initialization, Key Generation, Smart Meter Data Reporting, Data Aggregation
and Data Recovery as explained below.

(a) System Initialization: OC runs a system initialization algorithm with 1k as a
security parameter and outputs a cyclic group G of prime order q, with P ∈ G
as its generator, an elliptic curve E : y2 = x3 + ax + b mod p, where a, b ∈ Fp,
for Fp a prime field of order p. The OC then chooses P from the elliptic curve
E, by using P generates a group G of order q. Later OC chooses xα ∈ Z∗

q as
its master secret key (private key) and Xα = xαP as its public key. OC selects
secure hash functions: H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗

q , H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗
q . After initialization

the following public parameters for system management are published, params =
{P, p, q, E, Fp, G,Xα, H1, H2} as depicted in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: System initialization phase

(b) Key Generation: After system parameter initialization each smart meter is
issued with a private key xs whose corresponding public key is, Xs = xsP . Sim-
ilarly the neighborhood or residential area gateway, DAP is securely issued with
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a pair of public and private key as, Xd and xd respectively, where Xd = xdP
and xd ∈ Z∗

q . The process of smart meter private and public key generation is
illustrated in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Private and public key generation phase

(c) Smart Meter Data Reporting: The smart meter uses the public keys of the
DAP and OC to send a cipher-text for smart metering data report for a particular
period of time. For management purposes, the electricity reports from SMs to OC
are transmitted in 10 - 15 minutes intervals. Let ei represents an individual user’s
electricity consumption report in the specified time interval for i = 1, 2, · · · , n.
The SM deployed at household is in charge of all home appliances, and it collects
the usage data, and then encrypts it before transmission to the DAP. Before SM
sends the data, ei to the receiver, it is necessary to map the message ei to a point
on the elliptic curve using a homomorphic mapping as mi = eiG. Then later, the
SM carries out data encryption procedure by using the public keys of DAP and
OC which are, xd, Xα respectively as follows and this is depicted in Figure 4.4:

– Step 1: Each smart meter generates random numbers, rd, rα ∈ Z∗
q , and then

computes C1 = rdP , C2 = rαP , C3 = rαXα ⊕ IDs then encrypts the data
as, Ci = mi + IDs + rαXα + rdXd. Furthermore, the SM computes the
authentication and integrity check component σ1 = H1(Ci||C1||Xs||ts)xs, by
using its own private key as a signature and public with its timestamp ts

– Step 2: Then the smart meter sends M1 = {C1, C2, C3, Ci, Xs, ts, σ1} to the
DAP of its residential area network. Thus Ci is the actual cipher-text of the
reporting data.

Furthermore, its worth to take note that, C1, C2 and C3 can be pre-computed to
expedite the smart meter data reporting process.
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Figure 4.4: Smart meter electricity reporting process

(d) DAP Data Aggregation: Upon receipt of the message M1 from SM, the gate-
way (DAP) has to perform aggregation on the encrypted data and partially de-
crypt the message to leverage the OC of some computational overhead by using
its private key. DAP proceeds as follows:

– step 1: Selects the timestamps td, and checks the validity by computing
|td−ts| < δ otherwise it aborts the session, where δ is the acceptable threshold
of time lapse.

– step 2: Checks both the source and message authenticity and validity of
the received message by verifying that σ1.P = H1(Ci||C1||Xs||ts)Xs and it
proceeds only if the computation holds

– Step 3: First computes, Yd = xdC1 and then DAP carries out data aggrega-
tion by partial decryption of the message from SM to OC as follows:

Cagg
T =

n∑
i=1

(Ci − Yd) (4.5)

=
n∑

i=1

(mi + IDs + rαXα)

which is the result of additive homomorphic operation on an encrypted data
– step 4: Then DAP computes a signature of the partially decrypted cipher-

text, including both its private key and public key in the computation ,
σ2 = H2(C

agg
T ||C2||C3||Xd||td)xd.
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– step 5: Now DAP forwards the partially decrypted message M2 = {C2, C3, C
agg
T , Xd, td, σ2}

to the OC.

(e) Data Recovery: Upon receipt of the partially decrypted message M2 from DAP,
the OC carries the following steps in the process of decrypting.

– step 1: Selects the timestamp tα, and checks if |tα − td| < δ holds and then
proceeds, otherwise it quits the process.

– step 2: Furthermore the OC checks the integrity of the partially decrypted
ciphertext from the DAP by verifying, σ2.P = H2(C

agg
T ||C2||C3||Xd||td)Xd.

– step 3: Afterwards, OC carries out user identification extraction by comput-
ing:

IDs = C3 ⊕ C2.xα

– step 4: Finally, the OC is able to securely extract the total electricity con-
sumption reporting data for each user by carrying out the computation:

ConsTotal = Cagg
T −

n∑
i=1

(IDs + xαC2) (4.6)

=
n∑

i=1

mi +
n∑

i=1

IDs + rαXα −
n∑

i=1

(IDs + xαC2)

=
n∑

i=1

(mi + IDs + rαXα)−
n∑

i=1

(IDs + xαrαP )

=
n∑

i=1

mi

It should be noticed that, if any checking in the scheme’s steps fails to hold then
the scheme is immediately aborted.

Now we can look at the correctness of the main computations of DAP and OC to
verify he consistence of the messages.

DAP Computation correctness:

Yd = xdC1 (4.7)
= xdrdP

= rdxdP

= rdXd
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The DAP computes partial decryption:

Cagg
T =

n∑
i=1

(Ci − Yd) (4.8)

=
n∑

i=1

(mi + IDs + rαXα + rdXd + ki − xdC1)

=
n∑

i=1

(mi + IDs + rαXα + rdXd + ki − xdrdP )

=
n∑

i=1

(mi + IDs + rαXα + rdXd + ki − rdxdP )

=
n∑

i=1

(mi + IDs + rαXα + ki)

=
n∑

i=1

(mi + IDs + rαXα) +
n∑

i=1

ki

=
n∑

i=1

(mi + IDs + rαXα)

OC Computation correctness:
Extraction of IDs:

IDs = C3 ⊕ C2xα (4.9)
= (rαXα ⊕ IDs)⊕ (rαP )xα

= (rαXα ⊕ IDs)⊕ (rαXα)

= rαXα ⊕ IDs ⊕ rαXα

= IDs ⊕ rαXα ⊕ rαXα
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Electricity data extraction:

ConsTotal = Cagg
T −

n∑
i=1

(IDs + xαC2) (4.10)

=
n∑

i=1

(mi + IDs + rαXα)−
n∑

i=1

(IDs + xαC2)

=
n∑

i=1

(mi + IDs + rαXα)−
n∑

i=1

(IDs + xαrαP )

=
n∑

i=1

mi +
n∑

i=1

(IDs + rαXα)−
n∑

i=1

(IDs +Xαrα)

=
n∑

i=1

mi +
n∑

i=1

(IDs + rαXα)−
n∑

i=1

(IDs +Xαrα)

=
n∑

i=1

mi + n(IDs + rαXα)− n(IDs +Xαrα)

=
n∑

i=1

mi

The actual total consumption data
∑n

i=1 ei is extracted from
∑n

i=1miG by applying
the Pollard lombda operation since ei = miG.

Thus, this shows that the computations are consistently correct as the entities in
the scheme carry out them.

4.4 Security Analysis and performance Evaluation
We will first give formal security and privacy proofs by random oracle model of the
proposed electricity power consumption aggregation scheme and then conduct a per-
formance evaluation in terms of computational overhead and communication overhead
to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed scheme’s merits.

4.4.1 Security Requirements Analysis

Here we will analyze the satisfaction of security requirements of the proposed scheme
and also compare it with other related works.

1. Authentication: The messages plying between SM and DAP as well as the
ones between DAP and OC are intrinsically authenticated by either party to as-
sure the communication is with the rightful or intended entity. The message,
{C1, C2, C3, Ci, Xs, ts, σ1}, is authenticated by DAP by checking that σ1.P =
H1(Ci||C1||Xs||ts)Xs in the message M1 against the timestamp ts. This checking
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additionally affirms the sender as legitimate since it works as a digital signature
as σ1 is generated by SM’s private key and verified with its public key. Similarly,
the receiver is authenticated before carrying out partial decryption by ensuring
that it is able to calculate Yd = xdC1, which is used in the partial decryption.
The message is designed such that only the intended DAP, is the one able to
compute Yd = xdC1, since the computation requires a private key of DAP. Hence
this entails the partially decrypted data Cagg

T sent to OC is an authenticated one.
In turn upon extraction of user IDs, Cagg

T is further used to calculate the total
consumption report, which ensures authentication of the smart meter user, IDs,
to OC. Consequently the message itself and the source authentication is satisfied.

2. Data Confidentiality: In order to obtain the electricity consumption reporting
data the OC must compute ConsTotal = Cagg

T −
∑n

i=1 IDs(xαC2) of which is
infeasible to be calculated by any malicious party without the specific knowledge
of the private key xα and the hidden identity IDs. An attacker will have to solve
an intractable problem of ECCDH to obtain xα from the public key Xα = xαP
as well as extracting IDs from C3 = rαXα⊕ IDs, which is impossible. Therefore,
the proposed scheme does meet the data confidentiality requirement.

3. Data Integrity: In the proposed scheme the ciphertext integrity is ensured
by inclusion of verifiable signatures and freshness checking values. In the ci-
phertext M1, σ1 is used to check the integrity of the sent message to DAP by
verifying whether σ1.P = H1(Ci||C1||Xs||ts)Xs holds. This subsequently checks
the integrity of the sent message as well as the source . Likewise σ2 upholds
the integrity of the ciphertext M2 from DAP to OC and if the verification of
σ2.P = H2(C

agg
T ||C2||C3||Xd||td)Xd fails the session will be aborted. Since no at-

tacker can generate a valid σ1 associated with the ciphertext Ci as it is infeasible
to calculate the components rd, rα, IDs and mi from the publicly accessible mes-
sage M1. Similarly, σ2 cannot be forged to fake the authenticity of the message
M2, as it is impossible for an attacker to fabricate Cagg

T without knowledge of
DAP’s private key xd. Thus, the proposed scheme provides message integrity.

4. Consumer Privacy and Anonymity: In the proposed scheme an attacker
has no access to any consumer related information from the plying messages
from SM to OC. The user related information in C3 = rαXα ⊕ IDs and Ci =
mi + IDs + rαXα + rdXd from SM to DAP is transmitted in concealed form and
cannot be obtained by an attacker before solving an intractable ECCDH problem
to obtain the IDs from C3 = rαXα ⊕ IDs. This is well known hard problem
for an attacker to resolve, hence the proposed scheme LPPDA provides consumer
privacy and anonymity befitting the wireless communication between SM and
DAP, where eavesdropping can easily be done in the public channel.

5. Attack Resilience: The proposed LPPDA scheme has the merits to resist
against well known attacks such as: replay attack, impersonation attack and
man-in-the-middle attack.
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• Replay attack : User electricity data report from SM to OC for a particular
time slot i = 1, 2, · · · , n is hashed in σ1 = H1(Ci||C1||Xs||ts)xs which com-
prises of fresh random numbers rd and rα for each session run. Similarly, OC
verifies the freshness of M2 by checking that σ2 = H2(C

agg
T ||C2||C3||Xs||td)xd

holds. Thus, the timestamp ts and td checks against any replay attempts
by an attacker on the messages M1 and M2 respectively. Therefore by this
procedure, LPPDA could resist replay attack.

• Impersonation attack : No attacker can produce the ciphertext Ci = mi +
IDs + rαXα + rdXd associated with the identity IDs without knowledge of
either random number rd or the private key, xd. Thus, an attacker has no
idea of the user who is to be impersonated on. By this, LPPDA is able to
resist any impersonation attack.

• Man-in-the-middle attack : From the ciphertext M2 obtained by OC originat-
ing from SM, only the OC could extract the identity IDs that authenticates
SM to OC in the process IDs = C3⊕C2.xα. Furthermore, the integrity check
components, σ1 = H1(Ci||C1||Xs||ts)xs and σ2 = H2(C

agg
T ||C2||C3||Xd||ts)xd

are generated with sender’s private key to be verified by its corresponding
public key, meaning that no attacker can formulate a verifiable ciphertext
impersonating IDs to DAP and OC, because of lack of private keys of the
victims. Therefore an attacker in between SM and DAP cannot generate
valid Ci and σ1 that can be verified. Similarly the messages from DAP to
OC are secure from an attacker in between as Cagg

T cannot be forged for a
targeted identity IDs as it is verified by σ2.

Furthermore, the merits of the proposed LPPDA scheme are compared against other
related schemes [181], [154], [81], [134], [162] with respect to security features satisfied,
as shown in the Table 4.2. In the table the ✓ symbol shows that a particular security
feature is satisfied while the ✗ symbol shows that the security feature is not satisfied.
For easy representation in the table the following features: confidentiality, authenti-
cation, integrity, anonymity, replay attack, impersonation attack, internal attack and
man-in-the-middle attack are denoted as, F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8 respectively.
So clearly, it is evident from the Table 4.2, that LPPDA scheme has merits on satisfac-
tion of security requirements over related works.

4.4.2 Performance Evaluation

In this section, performance analysis is carried out in comparison with relevant related
schemes Lu et al.[181], Lu et al.[154], [81], Vahedi et al. [134] and Tahir et al.[162] based
on computational cost required for SM, DAP and OC as well as the communication
cost analysis of the channels SM to DAP and DAP to OC respectively are presented.
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Security Features Comparison

Scheme F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8

[181] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

[154] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

[81] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[134] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[162] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

LPPDA ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 4.2: Security Comparison

4.4.3 Computation Cost

The computational times variables used in LPPDA, for carrying out specific crypto-
graphic operations are adapted from [81] which were simulated on MIRACL Crypto
SDK, which is a multi-precision integer, rational arithmetic C/C++ library, [182] run
on a 2.53GHz i5 CPU, 4 GB RAM on a 64 bit windows 10 operating system. The
experimentation used a 160 bit key length for security parameters chosen from G over
Fp. The data of the average quantified running times is depicted in given Table 4.3,
which was obtained after taking the averages of 1000 runs in the simulation.

In this regard the computation cost comparison will be done based on the quantifi-
cation weights in Table 4.3, averaged after 1000 experiment runs in order to estimate
time complexities for different operations. In this evaluation, lightweight operations like
hash functions, hash chain, concatenation, point addition and XORing are disregarded,
since they have negligible computation overload. So, our focus will be on heavier com-
putation operations only such as: map-to-point hash function, bilinear parings, paillier
public key encryption and paillier public key decryption operations among others as
portrayed in the Table 4.4.3.
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Notations Description of operation Execution time

Tsm−ecc Scalar multiplication in ECC 0.38

TDL Solving DL operetion in modp 0.64

Tmtp Map to a point hash function 3.58

Tn2 Exponentiation in Zn2 2.02

Tp Bilinear paring 10.31

Tp−D Paillier public key decryption 11.82

Tp−E Paillier public key encryption 9.89

Texp−p Exponentiation in p 0.13

Tm Scalar multiplication in bilinear paring 1.42

Tn Exponentiation in Zn 0.58

Table 4.3: Estimated Running Times for Different Operations in milliseconds (ms)
Averaged after 1000 runs
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The computational cost is categorized in three levels according to the entity car-
rying out the operation which are the smart meters, data aggregation points and the
operations center for the sake of clarity and fairness in the evaluation. Thus, we will
evaluate the computational cost of the SM, DAP and OC individually before calculat-
ing the total computation incurred in the schemes [181], [154], [81], [134], [162] and the
summary of the comparison is done in Table 4.4.3.

Firstly, we calculate computational cost required for a SM in different schemes. The
computational cost required for SM in [181] is (n + 1) exponentiation operations in
Zn2 , one map-to-point hash operation and one scalar multiplication in bilinear pair-
ing. So the amount of the computation cost for a SM is (n + 1)Tn2 + 1Tm + 1Tmtp =
2.02 + 7n.02ms. In schemes [154] and [162], there are three exponentiation operations
in G1 and three scalar multiplication in bilinear pairing. So the amount of computa-
tion needed for SM is 3Texp−p + 3Tm = 4.65ms. While in [81], SM needs six scalar
multiplication which amounts to 6Tsm−ecc = 2.28ms and in [134] five scalar multipli-
cation operations are needed with an overhead of 5Tsm−ecc = 1.9ms. On the other
hand in LPPDA, SM requires six scalar multiplication with the computational cost
of 6Tsm−ecc = 2.28ms. However, although [134] has the same SM computational cost
as in the proposed scheme, in LPPDA scheme the computation of which, C1, C2 and
C3 can be pre-computed prior to the data reporting time and this further reduces the
computational requirement. Thus, our design would require 3Tsm−ecc = 1.14ms for real-
time computations, therefore it does not overload the SM computation overhead during
the run time, besides it ensures provision of user anonymity, unlike in the other schemes.

Secondly, the computation cost for DAP in these schemes is such that in [181] there
are w+1 bilinear pairing operations where w is the numbers of smart meters in a partic-
ular neighborhood, one scalar multiplication in bilinear pairing and w+1 map-to-point
hash operations. Consequently, the DAP requires (w + 1)Tp + 1Tm + (w + 1)Tmtp =
13.89w+15.7ms computation cost. Whereas in [154] and [162], the schemes need 3w+1
exponentiation operations in G1 and three scalar multiplication operations in bilinear
pairing and DAP’s computation cost is (3w + 1)Texp−p + 3Tm = 0.39w + 4.39ms. In
scheme [81], the DAP requires (2w+2) scalar multiplication operations with a computa-
tion cost overhead of (2w+2)Tsm−ecc = 0.76w+0.76ms. Whereas in [134], two bilinear
pairing operations and (w+1) scalar multiplication are needed so the computation cost
overhead for DAP is 2Tp + (w + 1)Tsm−ecc = 0.38w + 21ms. On the other hand the
DAP in the proposed LPPDA, requires 3w scalar multiplication operations and one ex-
ponentiation operation, thus the computation cost for DAP is 3wTsm−ecc = (1.14w)ms.

Thirdly, we analyze the computation cost required for OC in each scheme and we
assume that there are z, DAPs in the wide area network where OC is in-charge. In Lu
et’ al [181] scheme, OC requires to two bilinear pairing operations, one paillier public
key decryption operation and one map-to-point hash operation. The computation cost
required in this case is 2Tp+1Tp−D+1Tmtp = 36.04. Whereas in [154] and [162], the OC
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requires four exponentiation operations in G1, three scalar multiplication operations in
bilinear pairings, so the computation cost overhead is 4Texp−p + 3Tm = 4.78ms. In
Ming et al [81], on the other hand, OC requires four scalar multiplication operations
and DL operation mod p, with the computational cost of 4Tsm−ecc + 1TDL = 2.16ms.
In [134], the OC needs one bilinear pairing operation, (2z + 1) scalar multiplication
operation and one map-to-point hash operation, resulting into the computation cost of
1Tp + (2z + 1)Tsm−ecc + 1Tmtp = 4.78z + 14.26ms. While in the proposed LPPDA, the
OC requires 2zTsm−ecc scalar multiplication operations yielding to computation cost of
2zTsm−ecc = 0.76zms.

Thus,with reference to the computation loads of each entity reflected in Table 4.4.3,
where w stands for the number of smart meters reporting to DAP and z stands for
number of DAPs reporting to OC. The proposed LPPDA scheme has overall lower
computation cost as depicted in Figure 4.5, with both w and z equated to one for
simplicity, even though [81] and [134] have a slightest edge for lower SM overhead. The
computation results considers the incurred overhead per individual entity, that is SM,
DAP and OC separately. The actual run time computation cost for SM is much lower to
the tune of 1.14ms upon excluding pre-computated operations unlike the 2.28ms shown
in the Figure 4.5, of which is still lower than comparable schemes hence affirming the
efficiency of the proposed LPPDA scheme.

4.4.4 Communication Cost

Now we will evaluate the communication cost of the proposed LPPDA scheme in re-
lation to the schemes [181], [154], [81], [134], [162], however ECC based schemes are
generally more efficient and saves more bandwidth since with reduced short length secu-
rity parameter with high security achievement. Different mathematical structures have
different lengths for the security parameters. The elements in G1, GT , G, Z∗

q , Zn and Zn2

respectively, have the lengths, 512 bits, 1024 bits, 160 bits, 160 bits, 1024 bits and 2048
bits. The length of a hash function is 160 bits whilst that for an identity and timestamp
is 32 bits. The communication cost analysis between SM and DAP is given as follows.
SM sends the message {Ci, σi, RA, Ui, TS} to the DAP in [154], such that Ci ∈ Zn2 ,
σi ∈ G1 whereby RA, Ui and TS are all 32 bit long each. SM to DAP communication
cost is therefore, |Ci+σi+RA+Ui+TS| = 2048+512+32+32+32 = 2659 bits. Whereas
in scheme [181], the SM sends the message Ci of length |Ci| = 1024 bits. While in [81] et
’al, the message {C1,i, C2,i, IDi, Li, vi, T} is sent from SM to DAP with the overall com-
munication load of |C1,i+C2,i+IDi+Li+vi+T | = 160+160+32+160+160+32 = 704,
where C1,i, C2,i, Li ∈ G, vi ∈ Z∗

q and further, IDi and T are both 32 bit identity and
timestamp respectively. On the other hand, in the scheme [134], SM sends the message
Rit||Sit||t||IDUi

||σit to corresponding DAP. By considering the same conditions for [134]
elements in the group G has length of 160 bits. Thus, the communication bandwidth
required for [134] is, |Rit + Sit + t + IDUi

+ σit| = 160 + 160 + 32 + 32 + 160 = 544
bits. In the scheme [162], SM sends the message {Ci, Hi} to DAP with Ci ∈ GT

and Hi a one way hash function. The computation cost requirement is therefore,
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Figure 4.5: Computation Cost for the Schemes.

|Ci +Hi| = 1024 + 160 = 1184 bits. On the on other hand, in the proposed LPPDA,
SM sends the message M1 = {C1, C2, C3, Ci, Xs, ts, σ1} to DAP all from the group G.
So the required communication bandwidth is |C1 + C2 + C3 + Ci + Xs + ts + σ1| =
160 + 160 + 160 + 160 + 160 + 32 + 160 = 992.

Lastly, the communication cost between DAP and OC in the concerned schemed
is analyzed as follows. DAP sends the message {C, σg, RA,GW, TS} to OC in [181],
where C ∈ Zn2 . σg ∈ G1, and further, RA and TS are both 32 bits elements. Thus,
the communication cost is |C + σg + RA+GW + TS| = 2048 + 512 + 32 + 32 + 32 =
2659 bits. The DAP in [154] sends C as the message to OC where C ∈ GT , so the
communication cost is |C| = 1024 bits. On the other hand, DAP sends the message
{C1, C2, IDGW , LGW , vGW , T} to OC in [81], with C1, C2, LGW ∈ G, vGW ∈ Z∗

q and
further, IDGW and T are both 32 bits long elements. Hence the communication cost
amounts to |C1 +C2 + IDGW + LGW + vGW + T | = 160 + 160 + 32 + 160 + 160 + 32 =
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704 bits. In [134], the DAP sends the message Rt||St||t||IDAGj
||σAGj ,t to OC, so the

communication cost is |Rt+St+t+IDAGj
+σAGj ,t| = 160+160+32+32+1024 = 1408

bits. While in Tahir et al [162], DAP sends the message, {C,H} to OC with C ∈ GT

and H as a 160 bits one-way hansh function, therefore yielding the communication cost
of |1024+160| = 1184 bits. On the other hand, in the proposed LPPDA the DAP sends
the message M2 = {C2, C3, C

agg
T , Xd, σ2, td} to the OC which has the communication

cost of |C2 +C3 +Cagg
T + σ2 +Xd + td| = 160 + 160 + 160 + 160 + 160 + 32 = 832 bits.

Scheme SM-DAP DAP-SM

[181] 1024 2659

[154] 2659 1024

[81] 704 704

[134] 544 1408

[162] 1184 1184

LPPDA 992 832

Table 4.4: Communication Cost of SM-DAP and DAP-OC Transmissions

Based on the comparison values of the concerned schemes summarized in Table 4.4,
we obtain the graphical representation in Figure 4.6 to show the performance of the
proposed scheme.

Thus, from the analysis, the proposed LPPDA has an overall efficient communica-
tion cost to the related works as seen in Figure 4.6 relative to the scheme in [81] in
terms of SM-DAP communication segment cost while our scheme, LPPDA, has bet-
ter merits overall the comparable schemes. In regards to the DAP-OC communication
segment, our scheme has an efficient bandwidth load of 832 bits which providing desir-
able security requirements. Therefore, from the performance evaluation, in general our
scheme is lightweight in both computation cost and communication cost, making it an
ideal security scheme in a complex communication based network environment as that
of smart grid.

Remark: By considering pre-computed operations, the overall communication and
computation performance efficiency of LPPDA scheme surpasses that of relevant related
works with a significant margin. The performance of the proposed work is achieved with
a great advantage comparatively, as much as twice to the better performing scheme,
while achieving user anonymity without sacrificing computation efficiency.

This work is on going and we will progressively devote on including other versatile
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Figure 4.6: Communication Cost for the Schemes.

security techniques that ensure a robust modern grid with its applications and func-
tionalities. In our further works, multi-dimension data aggregation techniques will be
considered, to ensure security, classification and uploading of different types of electri-
cal appliance measurements data to the utility company. We consider incorporating
a privacy-preserving data aggregation focusing on a block-chain smart grid network
environment and its functionality requirements. We also would endeavor to employ
smart grid security schemes adaptive to dynamic machine learning based techniques in
optimal scheduling and billing.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, we proposed a lightweight privacy-preserving data aggregation scheme
based on elliptic cryptography, for smart grid communications. The framework is a two
leveled architecture with the residential area data aggregator acting as an intermediate
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party between the smart meter and the utility service company. Unlike many other re-
searches the proposed scheme protects user’s real-time power consumption and identity
from privacy and security breaches in an efficient manner by using a ECCDH problem
in the encryption algorithm and additive homomorphic encryption. The comparison
analysis shows that the scheme is efficient on overall system performance as well as ro-
bust in security, hence ideal for an IoT enhanced smart grid system. Our future work,
related to this discipline will focus on secure and efficient multidimensional data preser-
vation in smart grid network environment. Aspects of versatile technologies such as;
block-chain, lattice cryptography and machine learning techniques will be considered,
in order to realize a modern smart grid.
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Chapter 5

Contribution to Knowledge,
Conclusion and Future Works

5.1 Contribution to the Current State of Knowledge

The portrayed work has various novelties in various ways and forms to the research
world. Spanning through all this work, note worthy is the aspect of reducing the powers
of the system’s operations center in deducing the private key of users within its domain
and thereby capabilities of masquerading the legal user or eavesdropping the secret
messages encrypted by the user’s private key. This research argues why it is important
to remove escrow power of the operations center and then provides the solution in
distributed smart grid environment. Evidently, the property of anonymous authenticate
is upheld in all the security design to achieve privacy-preservation in VANETs, AMI data
aggregation and key agreement. Throughout the whole work the user’s real identity is
concealed from eavesdroppers over the public channel. Specific to VANETs the proposed
scheme provides conditional privacy preservation where the system authority can trace
entities acting contrary to terms and conditions of safe communications. Additionally,
the security designs in this work are based elliptic curve cryptography which is one of the
most efficient mathematical structures used in security. These measures were applied
over a hierarchical architecture which is deemed fast and therefore it factor in another
degree of communication efficiency to the system. The proposed work greatly saves on
bandwidth, since minimum possible handshakes was employed in all the scheme designs.
For instance for key agreement design, the work uses a single message transmission for
either party involved. On the contrary, many works in literature require at least two
message transmissions by an entity to be able to achieve authenticated key agreement .
Whereas for signature schemes the work similarly uses single message transmission but
it is able to achieve batch verification at the cluster or domain data collection point.
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5.2 Conclusion
This work emerged to resolve the long standing security challenge on trading-off the
balance between provision of robust security and acceptable computational demand for
ubiquitous computing grid system. The baffling phenomenon seen in most works is that
efforts to attain profound security faltered by the drawback of involving impractically
heavy computation overload. Whereas on the other hand, most works with lightweight
computation requirement are found to be feeble against serious attacks as they are
secure to selected common attacks. Thus, this PhD research work focuses on analyz-
ing security concerns for the three principal smart grid’s communication architectures:
the V2G connection in a VANETs network system, customer and utility key exchange
mechanism and then AMI communication for electricity reporting data aggregation.
Worth to mention is that all theses scheme are built of ECC and constructed to provide
anonymity, certificate-less construction which ensures maximum security, optimum ef-
ficiency surpassing most researches as evidenced by comparison analysis. The designs
were constructed in an ideal way for smart grid applications and advanced technologies
by virtue of meeting the security needs of the SG architecture, in that:

• The schemes are all lightweight guaranteeing incorporation of resource constrained
technologies laden with limited capability devices. This feat is achieved by the
consistent effort to achieve optimum computation and communication overhead.

• Wholesomely, the schemes are designed to preclude escrow weakness loophole and
excess key management overhead, as they are all certificate-less based.

• The schemes also guarantee privacy-preservation by ensuring anonymous commu-
nication and conceal the actual identity over the public channel.

Since smart grid is based on real-time operation the proposed schemes address this
challenge by reducing the latency factor as result of heavy computation and communi-
cation overload to the network. Consequently, the grid improves its reliability which is
significant for whole adoption of the technology. In all the cases security analysis was
given in both formal and informal approaches. The formal analysis were done using the
mathematical models such as random oracle model (ROM) and the extended Canetti-
Krawczyk (eCK).

5.3 Future Works
The study that led to the production of this work, has inspired possible research avenues
to substantiate some discussion point presented. Thus the work has incited the idea of
incorporating block-chain system to enhance robust security and privacy-preservation
by taking advantage of the immutability property of block-chain technology. So we en-
vision the proposed designs to be tailored towards satisfying security needs of a block-
chain network and applications. In the same vein, one possible area of exploitation
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for future work is to devise post-quantum computing cryptographic security algorithm
which has gained research interest since 2006, in anticipation to fresh attacks of the
future. Since research shows that the current security algorithms based on mathemat-
ical hard problems such as: discrete logarithm problem, integer factorization problem,
or elliptic-curve discrete logarithm problem can easily be broken by a powerful quan-
tum computer running a Shor’s algorithm [183, 184]. Although, at the moment most
powerful algorithms are able to stand quantum computing experiments to break the al-
gorithm, it is imperative research direction to get prepared for. Further to the present
work, we devote to emulate the physical emulation and implementation of the cryp-
tosystem in a smart grid network environment to assess the practical ability and draw
its performance parameters.
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